
MINUTES OF THE MEF.TING 
BUSINESS AND LABOR COMMITTEE 

MONTANA STATE 
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

February 8, 1985 

The meeting of the Business and Labor Committee was 
called to order by Chairman Bob Pavlovich, on February 
8, at 8:00 a.m. in Room 312-2 of the State Capitol. 

ROLL CALL: All members were present with the exception 
of Representative Ellerd, who was excused by the 
chairman. 

HOUSE BILL 554: Hearing commenced on House Bill 554. 
Representative Mary Ellen Connelly, District #8, 
sponsor of the bill, stated that this bill requires 
contracts financed under the Montana Economic 
Development Bond Act to comply with the Public 
Contractor's Fees and Tax Law and with the law on 
public construction contracts. Representative Connelly 
distributed to committee members, Exhibit 1, which is 
attached hereto. 

Proponent Alan Solum, representing Flathead County 
Central Trades and Labor Council ~tated that contracts 
are going to out of state contractors, who do not pay 
tax in Montana. We should huild Montana with 
Montanans, ~tressed Mr. Solum. 

Proponent Reggie McMurdo, representing International 
Brotherhood Electrical Workers, Local Union 768, 

,explained that. the bonds are purchased tEl.:':: free and are 
subsidized by all taxpayers. 

Proponents Larry Persinger, representing Montana State 
Building Trades and Gene Fenderson, representing 
Laborers Local 254, offered their support of House Bill 
554. 

Opponent Del Harris, Deputy Administrator, Montana 
Economic Board, stated that this procedure would be 
difficult to implement. The cons~ruction of government 
buildings by government contractor's is a very 
different process than private construction. In 
government construction, a contract is not entered into 
until the financing has been approved and the board 
must approve the contractors prior to the approval of 
financing. By passing House Bill 554 legal, financial 
and administrative problems will be created, added Mr. 
Harris. 

Opponent Gene Hufford, President, D.A. Davidson and 
Company, stated that they have currently financed over 
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125 projects with the present law. House Bill 554 will 
inhibit development and put us further behind in 
competing for development. 

Opponent Bill Verwolf, Financial Director, Assistant 
ManagAr, City of Helena, stated that the IDR bonds are 
issued by local government. Hr. 'len-mlf explained that 
a reasonable method should be crAated without tying all 
contacts to the IDR bond. 

Opponent Don Judge, representing the Montana State 
AFL-CIO, explained that tax benefits are received from 
the IDR bonds. In the issuance on these bonds, public 
participation is received, the public is providing 
revenue and a preference for Montanans is provided. 
Profits from large companies leave the state, we should 
build Montana with wages and have licensed contractor's 
on the job, added Mr. Judge. 

In closing, Representative Connelly, stated that the 
local government systems have not been treated eaually 
and the proposed amendments will allow for equal 
treatment. Local governments are there to serve the 
people and state money should be used for Montanan's, 
stressed Representative Connelly. 

Representative Driscoll asked Mr. Fenderson what the 
bond experience in Helena has been. Mr. Fenderson 
explained that the developer contractor deals direct. 

Representative Kadas asked Mr. Harris how large the 
private, small business he referred to are and how many 
people they employ. Mr. Harris explained that 
approximatelv 200 people are employed by the 50 - 60 
private, small business'. 

Representative Hansen asked Mr. Harris if outside 
workers are being hired. He explained that he has had 
no direct reports, and after checking in the Kalispell 
area, all of the projects they had financed, had local 
workers. Representative Hansen then asked if a request 
for Montana workers could be D stipulation in the loan. 
He stated that they can encourage, but not request 
local workers. 

There being no further discussion by proponents or 
opponents, all were excused bv the chairman and the 
hearing on House Bill 554 was closed. 

HOUSE BILL 639: Hearinq commenced on House Bill 639. 
Representati'~ Dennis Nathe, District #19, sponsor of 
the bill at th~ re~uest of the Department of comm~rce, 
stated that thls bll1 revises the polygraph licensure 
laws by creating internships, establishing r' t eqUlremen s 
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for examinations and instruments relating to 
psychological stress evaluators, and by repealing the 
prohibition against admission of polygraph examination 
results as evidence. A statement of intent was 
distributed to committee members, which is attached 
hereto as Exhibit 2. 

Proponent Fritz O. Dehr, representing the Montana 
Department of Justice, explained that polygraph and 
psychological stress tests measure reaction as to 
telling the truth. A person who received a 
psychological stress evaluator licensA also must have 
polygraph course of instruction. Mr. Dehr added that a 
psychological stress evaluator device does not meet the 
minimum requirements in 37-62-301, MCA. 

Proponent Michael A. Stotts, representing the Montana 
Association of Polyqraph Examiners, distributed to 
committee members Exhibit 3, which is attached hereto. 
Mr. Stotts does not believe in the validity or 
reliability of psychological stress evaluators. 
Sections 6, 7 and 8 in the bill should be stricken, 
psychological stress evaluators are very unprofessional 
and the subject does not know that they are being 
tested, added Mr. Stotts. The section that is being 
repealed would not allow polygraph results to be used 
in the court 0 f lavl. 

Proponent Mary Lou Garrett, representing the Department 
of Commerce, explained that the change in renewal dates 
will make a simpler and more efficient process, 
renewals will be issued at once, rather than from the 
date of issuance. 

Representative Kadas asked Mr. Dehr why the statute to 
allow polygraph results was adopted in 1983. Mr. Dehr 
referred the question to Mr. C. Ron Cutting who 
answered that the courts and judges wanted it and that 
it would help prevent improper exams. 

Representative Driscoll asked Mr. Dehr if the federal 
courts allow polygraph tests as evidence. Mr. Dehr 
stated that they do not. 

Representative Wallin asked Mr. Cutting if he agreed 
with the deletion of section 8. Mr. Cutting explained 
that he did and that this would help upgrade polygraph 
examiners, they would maintain well educated and well 
qualified people. 

Representative Kitselman asked Mr. Dehr if a urine test 
was required due to drugs being taken prior to testing 
to slow down motor skills. Mr. Dehr explained that a 
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urine text is not administered, but that an examiner 
does a spot check and drug use should be apparent. 

Representative Hart asked Mr. Stotts the number of 
licensed examiners. He explained that there are 
currently seven individuals who have psychological 
stress evaluator training and of these seven, four also 
have polygraph training. 

Representative Simon asked Mr. Deh~ the use for 
fingerprinting an examiner. Mr. Dehr stated that they 
need to make sure that these are good, legitimate 
people with no criminal background. 

There beinq no further discusRion by proponents or 
opponents, all '<Tere excused by the chairman and the 
hearing on House Bill 639 was closed. 

HOUSE BILL 468: Hearing commenced on House Bill 468. 
Representative Kelly Addy, District #94, sponsor of the 
bill, stated that this bill amends the Electronic Funds 
Transfer Act to allow a customer of an out-of-state 
financial institution to use a Montana satellite 
terminal to withdraw cash or made inquiry about his 
account balance. Deposits could not be allowed or the 
site would then be considered a branch bank. 

Proponents Les Alke, representing the Montana Bankers 
Association, explained that 95% of Montana banks 
currently allow interstate use. House Bill 468 would 
"legalize \'lhat is already transpiring. and Montana could 
join these nationwide interchanges. 

Proponent Jeff Kirkland, representing the Montana 
Credit Union League, explained that many individuals 
who travel do not carry a large amount of cash and that 
House Bill 468 would be a tourism feature. 

Proponent Steve Brown, representing the Montana 
Independent Bankers, offered his support of the bill. 

There being no further discussion by proponents and no 
opponents to the bill, all were excused by the chairman 
and the hearing on House Bill 468 was closed. 

HOUSE BILL 552: Hearing commenced on House Bil! 552. 
Representative Jan Brown, District #46, sponsor of the 
bill, supplied \,lri tten testimony, which is attached 
hereto as Exhibit 4. Representative Brown also 
distributed to committee members, F.xhibit 5, which is 
attached hereto. 

Proponent Blake Wordal, representing the Montana 
Hardware and Implement Dealers Association, explained 
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that no exemptions exist in the present law. The 
present law is not being enforced and the $5 for 
licensing fee, does not cover the cos~ of issuing such 
license. This is a consumer bill that will make 
competition more fair, added Mr. Wordal. 

Proponent George Allen, representing the Montana Retail 
Association, stated that this restricts transient 
merchants. His association is not afraid of the 
competition, but want these people to pay taxes and 
employ workers. Mr. Allen suggested that a two week 
waiting period be required from- issuance of a license, 
before being allowed to sell merchandise. 

Proponent Frank Capps, Director, Montana Food 
Distributors Association, represents 686 retail grocery 
stores, \vho support House Bill 552. 

Proponent Marvin Cox, a furniture store operator in 
Shelby, added that these transient merchants do not add 
or contribute to the state or local communities. 

Proponent Larry Wolsten, a grocery store mmer in 
Cut Bank, offered his support of the bill. 

Opponent H. S. Hanson, Vice-President of the 
Yellowstone Metra Center, explained that he does 
support the concept of the bill, but that it was 
drafted in an erroneous manner. The bill should state 
what it does cover, rather than the exemptions. Mr. 
Hanson stated that the bill would effect fairs, home 
shows, etc., that set up in the metra. 

Opponent Happy Feeder, a bakery owner from Fairfield, 
presented testimony, a copy of which in attached hereto 
as Exhibit 6. 

Representative Thomas asked Blake Wordal if the 
exclusions could be reversed and if a bond could be 
required for the state, rather than each county. Mr. 
Wordal, explained that without the exclusions every 
merchant would be covered and that the $30-$35 put up 
for a bond is returned within six months. 

The~e being no further discussion by proponents or 
QPponents, all \vere excused by the chairman and the 
fiearing on House Bill 468 was closed. 

HOUSE BILL 460: Hearing commenced on House Bill 460. 
Representative Fred Thomas, sponsor of the bill, stated 
that this bill allows the Department of Commerce t.o 
recover all of the costs of supervision from 
state-chartered banks, trust companies, investment 
companies, building and loan associations, credit 
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unions and sales finance companips. The fees must be 
established by rule before June 1 each year. 

Proponent Sam Hubbard, Deputy Director, Department of 
Commerc~, ~xplained that House Bill 460 would save the 
department approximately $136,000 per year. 

Proponent Repr~sentative Bruce Simon, stated that the 
fees being charged for bank exaMining are not covering 
the costs to perform the exams and that bank examining 
is an important training tool for bank employ~es. 

Opponent John Cadby, representing the Montana Bankers 
Association, explained that prior to 1983 banks paid 
for their own exams and that they now should be 
required to pay a portion of this fee. The department 
is providing a service to thp public and the taxpay~r 
should share this ~xpensp. Mr. Cadby suggested to the 
committee this fee be 50% to the bank and 50% to the 
taxpayer. If the fee continues to increase, it will 
create an incentive for banks to join national 
charters, added Mr. Cadby. 

Opponents Dick Morgan, repre~~nting Valley Bank and a 
former bank examiner, and E. Dean Retz, representinq 
Valley Bank, offered their support of House Bill 460. 

Representative Schultz asked Sam Hubbard if 9 
percent nf the fees collected would be used on other 
activities. Mr. Hubbard explained that the fees will 
be used for bank examining purposes only. 

Representative Driscoll asked Mr. Hubbard if any other 
boards within the Department of Commerce are subsidized 
by taxpayers. Mr. Hubbard explained that all but one, 
are funded bv the members they serve. 

There being no further discussion hy proponents or 
opponents, all were excused by the chairman and the 
hearing on House Bill 460 was closed. 

ACTION ON HOUSE BILL 460: Representative Thomas moved 
that House Bill 460 DO PASS. Repr~sentative Schultz 
moved to amend the bill to take out the special revenue 
fund and put back in th~ general fund. The amendment 
did pass unanimously. Representative Thomas moved the, 
Statement of Intent, which was carried unanimously. 
Representative Brandewip explained that 100% may be 
excessive and that 80% may be reasonable. Reprpsen
tative Schultz was in agreement. Representative 
Driscoll explained that a cr~dit union can pay more 
than 100% as the fee is based on a percentage of their 
assets, and why should taxpayers subsidize banks. 
Question being called, the vote resulted in all but 
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Representative's Kitse1man, Brandewie, Howe, Hart, 
Keller, Jones and Wallin voting yes. HOURe Bill 460 DO 
PASS AS AMENDED vJITH STATEMENT OF INTENT. 

ACTION ON HOUSE BILL 468: ~2?resentative Brandewie 
made a motion that House Bill 468 DO PASS. Second was 
received and the motion carried unanimously. 

ACTION ON HOUSE BILL 554: Representative Kadas moved 
that House Bill 554 DO PASS. Representative Kadas then 
moved the proposed amendments. Representative Thomas 
asked the committee to postpone action on House Bill 
554, to allow time for further amendments. Represen
tative Kadas withdrew his motions. 

ACTION ON HOUSE BILL 639: Representative Kadas moved 
DO PASS on House Bill 639. Representative McCormick 
moved that sections 6, 7 and 8 be stricken from the 
bill. Said motion was carried unanimously. 

Representative Driscoll moved that section 9 be 
stricken from the bill. He explained that the federal 
courts don't allow polY0raph tests and they are not 
fool proof. Representative Kitselman added that drugs 
are being taken to alter the accuracy of this test. 
Question being called, the amendment did pass 
unanimously. Representative Nisbet moved to amend the 
title and section 10 of the bill, which carried 
unanimously. Representati"e Simon moved that a section 
be added to allow for rulemaking authority. Paul 
Verdon, staff researcher explained that rulemaking 
authority is not needed but an extension of authority 
is. A new section granting extension of authority, did 
pass nnanimously. House Bill 639 DO PASS AS MmNDED, 
by unanimous decision. 

ACTION ON HOUSE BILLS 132 AND 162: Chairman Pavlovich 
explained that the subcommittee suggested committee 
bills be drafted for House Bill 132 and House Bill 162. 
Representative Kitselman moved to draft the hills. 
RepreRentative Glaser, explained that three bills are 
needed, rather than t,.,o. The motion carried 
unanimously, three committee bills will be prepared. 

There being no further business before the committee, 
the meeting was adjourned at 10:50 a.m. 
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SPEAKER 
MR .............................................................. . 
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e, your committee on ....................................................................................................................................................... . 

h . h d d 'd' HODS}; &tG.Q aVInQ a un er consl eratlon .................................................................................................................. Bill No ................ .. 

F!ns'? ~lnI'rr:; _________ reading copy ( __ -,---__ 
color 

PU·H.'!,~ 4: <' t) 
Respectfully report as follows: That ..................................... :.~ .... '::~.~~ ......................................................... Bill No ..... ~.:' ......... . 

1) fritl~, line S 
Pollo'H'ing: • AVrU01U7Y-
5tril~ol the remainder of line !j, 

line lfi thrOUg~l -FtJ:tilJ· 

2) Title, linn 10 
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Strike: -·31-1-221,· 

.3) ~itle# line II 
Followin~fl lin.e 10 
Strike: "32-1-215" ;2-2-1C2,· 
}~ollo\ .. lin/';l "3':-2-110, • 
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") Page 2~ line 1 
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5) Paqe 2, lir~ S 
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6) Paqe 2, lina k throuqh Fa~o 3. line 5 

Striker Sections 2 and 3 in their entirety 
Rent.mberl Dubaequont sections 

7) Page 3, line S 
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Following J ·~~efteft.ti-fttKi-ef· 
Insert: "the general fund of" 

Page 3, 11:18 9 
I"ollowingl • state-
Str.ike: t.he remainder of line '9 and line 10 through wfunction" 
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9) PAge 4, line !, throuqh PAge 6~ line 20 

Strike: Sections S IUld 6 in th.eir entirety 
RRmUftberl subs·;:tqueut Gections 

Ie) Pa.ge 7, line 14, through Page 9, line: , 
Strike, Section S in its entirety 
RenUf.\ber: subsoquent sectiolln 

MHl ,\S AJ1l'ltOED, 00 PASS 
S~AT~~mN~ O}' !UTl:U1' ~,\T'i..""\Cc...-:;D 

STATE PUB. CO. 
Helena, Mont. 

Chairman. 
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A otatelftfmt of intent 1s roquired for this bill because 

it authorizos the department of comaerce to adopt rules 

establishing fees for the exaai1'U\t1on of bul1dinq and loan 

associations and consUfier ~oan businesses. The bill also 

au~~ori;es the department to establish fees for the 

ex~ination of other financial institutions. It is the 

intent of the legislature t!Ult fees .(tst4blished Ul'1I.ior this 

bill be set to recover t..!>te costs of the protjra.lil inplCblented. 

STATE PUB. CO. 
Helena, Mont. Rep. Robart Pavlovicn, Chairman. 
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color 
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STATE PUB. CO. 
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Helena, Mont. 
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Following. line le 
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extended to the provisions of this act.-

Renumber. FollowinS gections 

5) Page 6. lin~ 20 
Follow111g1 -4-
Striklu -through U
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6) Page ti, line 22 
Following: -4-
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Insert: wand 5-
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DO PASS 

$'l''?''!.\.''..!·lEU'4 OF I:n'r::rr A'l'TAC':iI;O 
STATE PUB. CO. 

Helena, Mont. 

Chairman. 
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"the proposed ltl£Jislat,1o:n provides a r.ttllW license to be. 

iasued by the d$part~nt of c~&rca concerninq polygraph interns. 

'rhe proposals giva the departl'J~mt (there is no -board of 

polygral>h operators·) authority to wri.te rules concerninq t.ae 

application aJltt fee to be t!stablishs<\ for An intern license and 

for reporting content and procedures reqardin9 intern training_ 

(See section 3- of th,,,,,, bill.) "lho r..lles should !)e aimed at CiuJs'uring 

~~at the intnrn is adaquaeely sUI~rv!sad and 1s given the 

Uldtruction necessary to achieve licensure. 

In accordance with the statement. of intent made by t..~e 1')83 

loUislatl.ll"s, no adtlit.ional ruletlaking powers are herein granted 

to the deparb':lent pursuant to 't'itle37, chaptldr 1. 

"\ 

" 
STATE PUB. CO. Chairman. 

Helena, Mont. 



~~endments to House Bill 554, Introduced Bill 

1. Title, line 6. 
Following: "ACT" 

Exhibit 1 
February 8, 1985 
House Bill 554 
Submitted by: Rep. 

Connelly 

Insert: ", THE MONTANA IN-STATE INVESTMENT ACT, AND THE 
INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPHENT PROJECTS LA~v" 

2. Title, line 7. 
Following: "WITH" 
Strike: "THE" 
Insert: "CERTAIN" 

3. Page 2, line 7. 
Following: "of" 
Strike: "Title 18, chapter 2" 
Insert: "18-2-402 and 18-2-403" 

4. Page 4, line 10. 
Following: "of" 
Strike: "Title 18, chapter 2" 
Insert: "18-2-402 and 18-2-403" 

5. Page 5, line 15. 
Foll~wing: line 14 
Insert: "NEW SECTION. Section 3. Standar6 prevailing rates of 

wages and preference of Montana labor -- preference to 
lowest resident bidder. Any contract to construct a project 
financed pursuant to this part must require all contractors 
to comply with the provisions of Title 15, chapter 50, and 
of 18-1-102, 18-2-402 and 18-2-403." 

Renumber: subsequent section 

6. Page 5, following line 18. 
Insert: "NEW SECTION. Section 5. Codification instruction. 

Section 3 is intended to be codified as an integral part of 
Title 17, chapter 6, part 3, and as an integral part of 
Title 90, chapter 5, part 1, and the provisions of Title 17, 
chapter 6, part 3, and of Title 90, chapter 5, part 1, apply 
to section 3." 

AHEND/ee/HB 554 
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49th Legislature 

STATEMENT OF INTENT 

BILL NO. u~9 

Exhibit 2 
February 8, 1985 
House Bill 639 
Submitted by: Rep. Nathe 

LC 744 

The proposed legislation provides a new license to be issued 

by the department of commerce concerning polygraph interns. 

The proposals give the department (there is no "board of 

polygraph operators") authority to write rules concerning the 

application and fee to be established for an intern license and 

for reporting content and procedures regarding intern training. 

(See section 3 of the bill.) The rules should be aimed at 

assuring that the intern is adequately supervised and is given 

the instruction necessary to achieve licensure. 

In accordance with the statement of intent made by the 1983 

legislature, no additional rulemaking powers are herein granted 

to the department pursuant to Title 37, chapter 1. 
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House Bj:,11,63 9 

• • Submit-ted by: 
iVlontana Association OJ 

Polygraph Examiners 

Bob Pavlovich, Chainran 
Ih.!se Business and Labor Cannittee 
Capitol Building 
Helena, t-bntana 59620 

February 07, 1985 

To Mr. Pavlovich and Other Distinguished Cannittee M2mbers: 

I urge to yru support HB 639 with the exceptien of New Sections 6, 7 and 8. Those sections would alleM PSE, 
or Psychological Stress Evaluators to be licensed to detect deceptien or verify truthfulness by rreans of 
charting stress fran a voice recording. I am cpposed to alleMing PSE examiners to be licensed for the 
following reasons: 

1) . The PSE uses 001 y ene pararreter for indicating stress or "deception". The technique utilizes the 
theory of a microtraror in the voice which is not ~l.l understood or docurrented. A polygraph in
strurrent records criteria fran three separate bodily functions (as defined in 37-62-301). 

2). The training for PSE e.Y.amlners is too short to adequately teach all of the aspects of conducting 
proper examinations. 

'"- 3) . Tnere is no national professional organization to ensure ongoillg trammg and update refillerents 
to the technique. 

4). The potential for abusing PSE is great ill that a person can be recorded withrut their kneMillg it, 
even over the telephone. There have been nurrerous articles PJblished sOOwillg results of PSE 
"tests" beillg run fran recordings of public officials appearing en radio or television. 

5). Professional research into the validity of the PSE repeatedly results in conclusions that the 
accuracy of PSE is essentially carparable to SR& chance (see attached). 

6) . A study done by the Virginia Departrrent of Cormerce concluded that they did not find the Audio 
Stress Evaluator to be an effective rrethod of the determination of deception and the General 
Asserrbly took no action to license them (see attached). 

7). Under the current code, 37-62-301, min.imJm standards are set for instrurrentation. That section 
MJUld have to be changed or PSE examiners would be ill violation. 

8). Having conducted both polygraph and PSE exams, it is my personal cpillion that the PSE shruld 
not be used by itself to detennine truth or deception. 

For the above reasons, I urge yru to delete Sections 6, 7 and 8 and to p:1Ss the reminder of the bill. 

\ \ \, \\ r: " 
v-' v..~~~ ~!"\l;;'iS.J'v,\ 
Wendell Frojen 
President - M.A.P.E. 
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another voice stress device, the Voice Stress Analyzer (VSA), produced by 
Decision Control, Inc., in detection of deception. Kubis's'study con
sisted of a "mock crime paradigm" in which some college student~ were 
assigned the role of thief, some were the lookout, and s~me the innocent 
bystander. Kubis's findings showed that neither the PSE nor the VSA was 
effect ive in discriminat ing between the three student roles. The PSE 
yielded an accuracy of 32% (27/85) in detecting individual's roles in one 
portion of that study and 38% (24/63) in detecting roles within each 
three-student grouping in another portion against chance expectancy of 33% 
in each case; the VSA showed an average accuracy of 36% (39/108) in those 
same situations. On the other hand, polygraphic analysis in Kubis's ex
periment showed a hi~hly significant overall detection rate of 76%. It is 
of some interest to note here that Kubis also found that the conditions of 
his study were sufficient ly mot ivat ing to produce observable behavioral 
differences between truthful and deceptive subjects; persons who evaluated 
only the subjects' behavior during testing were able to discriminate be
tween truthful and untruthful subjects with greater accuracy (53%) than 
was obtained with the PSE or the VSA. 

In another study, Barland (19) carried out two small-scale projects 
to determine the accuracy of the PSE in lie detection. In the first, he 
had a group of 16 college students conceal information; they were then 
tested with the PSE to determine if the concealed information could be de
tected. The results of that experiment showed that the accuracy of the 
PSE was at chance levels, 6.25% (1/16), a finding that Barland believed to 
be related to the students' lack of motivation to deceive. To investigate 
that hypothesis, Barland, in his second project, tested 14 actual criminal 
suspects -- believed to be highly motivated to deceive -- with the PSE and 
the polygraph. He reported initially that the PSE appeared to indicate 
reliable changes in the voice associated with deception and that the PSE 
was more effect ive in condit ions of heightened mot ivat ion. In another 
study, larger in scale and more carefully executed, however, Barland(20) 
found that the accuracy of the PSE (averaging 51%) did not exceed chance 
levels (0.50) in detecting deception in criminal suspects, whereas in the 
same circumstances the polygraph yielded an accuracy of about 90%. Thus, 
Barland's original hypothesis about the effect of motivation on the effec
tiveness of voice stress analysis was not supported in his own research. 

Nachshon and Feldman(2l) reported a series of studies designed to in
vestigate the effectiveness of voice stress analysis in detecting con
cealed informat ion. In one port ion of their study, 20 college students 
concealed cards chosen from a deck of six cards. The students were then 
tested with the PSE; evaluation of the PSE data by three trained evalua
tors yielded an average accuracy rate of 30%, a result not significantly 
greater than chance expectancy. In another portion of their study, Nach
shan and Feldman evaluated the accuracy of the PSE in detecting cards con
cealed by 19 criminal suspects who were undergoing polygraph examinations. 
In those presumab ly more mot i vat i ng ci rcumstances, Nachshon and Fe Idman 
found that the PSE yielded an average accuracy of 19%, ranging between 15% 
and 26% for the three evaluators; the PSE did not produce an accuracy 
greater than chance expectancy (0.20). 

Two other laboratory-based studies of the accuracy of voice stress 
analysis were reported by Horvath (22, 23) at Michigan State University. 
In the first study, 60 college students, 30 male and 30 female, attempted 
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to conceal numbered cards chosen from a deck of five cards while under
going simultaneous PSE and polygraph testing. Analysis of P.SE response 
data and polygraphic response data, the galvanic skin response (GSR) in 
particular, was carried out by two trained evaluators •. The detection 
rates obtained with the PSE averaged 22.5% against chance expectancy of 
0.20 and were not significantly affected by subjects' sex, repeated trials 
of testing, simultaneous use of polygraphic and voice stress equipment, or 
differences between the two trained evaluators of the PSE data. In that 
same study, detection rates obtained in scoring GSR responses averaged 
68.6% (in the first trial of testing only) against chance expectancy of 
0.20, and in all cases the rates were significantly greater than chance. 

Horvath(23) also investigated whether or not the accuracy of the PSE 
could be enhanced by increasing the subjects' motivation to deceive. In 
this study 64 college students were promised a reward for successfully 
completing a task involving the concealment of a numbered card chosen from 
a deck. In spite of the evidence showing that the subjects were indeed 
considerably motivated by the reward, that motivation di.d not increase 
detection rates obtained with voice stress analysis beyond chance levels; 
the PSE averaged only 18% correct detections against chance expectancy of 
0.20. On the other hand, detection rates obtained with only the GSR 1.n 
that same study averaged 52%, significantly exceeding chance levels. 

It is of some interest to note that in both of the studies reported 
by Horvath, voice stress analysis yielded lower detection rates than were 
obtained by analysis of each of the three physiological measures recorded 
polygraphically GSR, respiration, and cardiovascular activity(24). 
Thus, Horvath's findings were remarkably consistent with those reported by 
Kubis(l8); when evaluated in similar contexts voice stress analysis did 
not yield an accuracy similar to that obtained with the polygraph. 

In a recently reported study, Brenner et al(12) carried out a lie de
tection task in which the PSE was used to d~e7t ten items of personal in
formation concealed by 20 college students. The students were offered a 
reward if they were successful in avoiding detection of the items. By 
random scoring of the subject's PSE responses, an average of 20% of the 
concealed items would have been detected. The results of the analysis 
showed that the actual detect ion rates were not signi ficant ly different 
from chance levels. Depending on the manner in which the PSE responses 
were scored the detection rates varied between 18.6 and 21.0%. When only 
the clearest voice stress charts were separately evaluated detection rates 
remained at chance levels; in spite of the large variation noted in the 
nature of the stress responses, the variat ion was not related to the ex
perimental manipulat ions. Brenner et al point out, moreover, that when 
used to detect concealed informat ioninthe same manner as they used the 
PSE, the polygraph has yielded detection rates as high as 100%. 

Objections to the Controlled Studies 

The studies discussed to this point represent the bulk of the relia
ble evidence reported to date about the effectiveness of voice stress 
analyzers in detecting deception. Although that evidence clearly does not 
support the claims made about voice stress analyzers, the proponents of 
such devices challenge that evidence on two major grounds. First and 
perhaps foremost among the proponents' arguments 1.S that most of the 
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While the polygraph was used in the investigative phase 
as described above, the use of its results in determining 
discipline was limited. Polygraph results were neither, 
the sole nor determinative basis for any disciplinary de
cision. The polygraph was not used to prove allegations 
not independently established by other circumstantial evi
dence. Its results were used solely to reinforce conclu
sions otherwise supported by circumstantial evidence. Ap
plying this standard, adverse inferences were drawn in only 
two cases 1n which the polygraph was used or refused. 

In regard to drawing inferences from refusals, in the report re
lat ing to one of the special agents, the report notes: "This circum
stantial evidence is reinforced by Ertel's refusal to take a polygraph 
exam despite an official request that he do so." The other case 1n 
which inferences were drawn included this statement: "This C1rcum
stantial evidence of Barron's culpability is reinforced by his refusal 
to submit to a requested polygraph exam concerning the BRILAB disclo
sures, and the adverse inference from his refusal to submit to the 
exam is strengthened by his willingness to take a polygraph exam 1n 
connection with other unauthorized disclosure investigations." 

., PSE USER LOSES SUIT IN FEDERAL COURT 

A civil action was brought by John W. Heisse, Jr., M.D. in the 
United States District Court for the District of Vermont against the 
State of Vermont, the Commiss ioner of Public Safety and the Attorney 
General. Dr. Heisse said he is a pract it ioner in the field of truth 
and deception detection, particularly in the use of the Psychological 
Stress Evaluator (PSE). 

Dr. Heisse alleged that as a PSE operator he and others were'-l 
denied licenses under Vermont's Polygraph Examiner Act, 26 V.S.A. 
§2901 et seq. because the statute has been restricted to licensing j 
persons using the polygraph machine. Dr. Heisse claimed the Act vio
lated rights protected by the equal protection and due process clause 
of the Fourteenth Amendment by arbitrarily discriminating against 
those who use devices other than the polygraph. He also alleged the 
Act was unconstitutional on other grounds. In Dr. Heisse's prayer for 
relief he asked the Court to declare the Act unconstitutional, enjoin 
its enforcement, establish plaintiff's right to practice truth and de
ception detection, and award $250,000 damages, plus interest, costs, 
and attorney's fees. 

The Court noted that Dr. Heisse had used the PSE in Vermont for 
a number of years despite warnings from the State Police and one of 
the county prosecuting attorneys that it was illegal to do so. The 
Court also not/d that Dr. Heisse and eleven other PSE operators were 
denied Vermont licenses in 1978. The letter rejecting their applica
tions for licenses included a copy of an opinion of the State Attorney 
General which said a PSE user could not be licensed under the statute. 

The Court held that the right to practice the profession Of] 
truth and deception detection is not a fundamental right protected by 
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the Constitution; that the state has a valid interest 1n regulating 
the practice of a profession which has serious implications for 'the 
privacy rights of those subjected to it (noting testimony that" the PS~ 
had been used without the subject being aware of the test); and that 
the statute was not unconst itut iona lly overbroad or vague. Other 
claims relating to constitutional issues were also dismissed. In dis
missing the suit on December 30, 1980, Judge James S. Holding said the 
state legislature appropriately adopted a measure to assure the inte
grity and competency of those administering tests, including the au
thority to exclude testing methods that do not make manifest the fact 
that a truth detection test is being performed, and to guard against 
surreptitious testing. 

For a complete text of the opinion, see the December 1980 1ssue 
of Polygraph. 

VIRGINIA ISSUES REPORT ON LICENSING AUDIO STRESS EXAMINERS 

On February 7, 1979, House Resolution No. 45 asked the Virginia 
Department of Commerce to study the desirability and feasiblity of 
state licensure, certification, or regulation of audio stress ex
am1ners. On December 1, 1980, Ruth J. Herrick transmitted to the Gov
ernor of Virginia and the General Assembly of Virginia the Report of 
the Department. 

In the background information of the report, the 1ssue was des
cribed: 

This issue of audio stress examiners revolves around two 
problems: (1) The ability of the devices to indeed re
cord voice characteristics that result in detection of de
ception (2) The needed training and/or examination of in
dividuals to operate devices, assuming such are valid. 

At the present time audio stress machines are not per
mitted for use in Virginia. Such activities are re
stricted to polygraph examiners who may only use a machine 
measuring at least two physiological reactions which relate 
to deception. An individual cannot be examined without his 
knowledge by use of the polygraph. 

The issues involved are substantial. If the device is ap
proved for use, it will be used for criminal investigations, 
employment purposes, and may, upon stipulation, be intro
duced as evidence in legal proceedings. Since a review of the 
literature offers no conclusive evidence as to its validity 
completion of the formal evaluation should be a prerequisite 
to its licensure. 

In 1979, ~ committee was appointed to conduct the study, and 
Department of Commerce st aff gathered all avai lab Ie informat ion 
literature available on audio stress analysis. They also gathered 
summarized all of the state laws, practices 1n enforcement, 
opinions of state Attorney Generals. 
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To further discharge their responsibilities to the Legislature, 
the Department of Commerce conducted a fie Id study to assess the re
liability of voice stress analysis. This study was conducted in co
operation with the Virginia State Police and Dektor Counterintel
ligence and Security, Inc. which manufactures the Psychological Stress 
Evaluator (PSE). Department investigators attended an 80-hour course 
on the use of the PSE taught by Dektor. The Virginia State Pol ice 
agreed to tape record actual polygraph examinations for the purpose of 
charting through the PSE instrument. Forty tapes were charted through 
the PSE process by the Department and by PSE examiners of Dektor. The 
results obtained by the PSE examiners and the polygraph examiners were 
then correlated by an independent firm, Psychological Consultants, 
Inc. (The firm's complete report appears in the December issue of 
Polygraph.) 

Findings: The following is quoted from the report. 

The study established no significant relationship between 
results obtained from the PSE examination of criminal sus
pects and those obtained from polygraph examination of the 
same subjects. In addition, there is no significant evidence 
that different PSE exam1ners will reach similar conclusions 
when examining the same data tapes. 

The most damning fact concerning the accuracy of the maChine'l 
is that there is no consistent comparison in any aspect of . 
the tests with any operator. They all have different results 
1n all aspects of the test. Hence, the guilt or innocence 
of an individual is determined by the operator of the machine 
at any given time and not by any absolute that can be consis
tently read by interchangeable operators of the machine. As 
Dr. Filer says, 'Thus, by all conventional standards of proof'l 
we have to regard the validity and reliability of the Psycho
logical Stress Evaluator as unproven. Indeed, it appears that 
by and large its validity and reliability are not only unpro
ven, but rather are disproven.' 

Executive Summary and Recommendation: The following 1S quoted from 
the report. I 

fin-.-. it.~'st{i. dY-. ;:f'''~~T~·';t;ess~'"':inaTysIs7·''the-~B~~~-;r·~f'''~;;.~~.'~<e 1 
~did not find the Audio"Stress Evaluator an effective method 
~ {_~~~de t er;niri'a t ion 6 Fde'cept ion. .... "- , •. 4 

'''~'' 

The validation study, conducted by the Department, established 
no relationship between results obtained from PSE examination 
of criminal suspects and those obtained from polygraph exami
nation. 

Based upon the above 
commends to the 1981 
be taken to regulate 
Title 54 of the Code 

finding, the Department of Commerce re- J 
Virginia Gen. eral Assembly that no action 
Audio Stress Examiners under Chapter 27, 
of Virgina •. 
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P.S.E. school owner charged with felony fraud in Virginia. 

The Supreme Court's opinion clearly establishes that the use of the 
P.S.E. ALONE to detect deception is illegal in Illinois. 



A Report of the Department of Commerce on the 
Feasibility and Desirability of Licensure of 

Audio Stress Examiners to the Governor and The 
General Assembly of Virginia 

House Document 5 
Commonwealth of Virginia 

Richmond, Virginia 
1981 

House Resolution No. 45 

Requesting the Department of Commerce to conduct a study of the desir
ability and feasiblity of licensure of audio stress examiners. 

Agreed to by the House of Delegates, February 7, 1979 

Whereas, the practice of certain professions and occupations is regu
lated by State law for the protection of the health, safety, and welfare 
of the public; and 

Whereas, current State law, and regulation promulgated under such 
law, regulates the activities of polygraph examiners; and 

Whereas, through the operation of an audio stress evaluator it has 
been alleged that an audio stress examiner can perform much the same tasks 
as are presently being carried out by polygraph examiners; and 

Whereas, it is highly desirable that an unbiased and informed study 
of audio stress examiners be conducted prior to a decision as to the need 
for State regulation of their profession; now, therefore, be it 

Resolved by the House of Delegates. That the Department of Commerce 
is requested to study the desirability and feasibility of State licensure, 
certification or regulation of audio stress examiners. The Department is 
requested to lay its findings, together with any legislative recommenda
tions, before the nineteen hundred eighty Session of the General Assem
bly. 

Executive Summary and Recommendation 

In its study of voice stress analysis, the Board of Commerce did not 
find the Audio Stress Evaluator an effective method for the determination 
of deception. 

The validiation study, conducted by the Department, established no 
relationship between results obtained from PSE examination of criminal 
suspects and those obtained from polygraph examination. 

Based upon the above findings, the Department of Commerce recommends 
to the 1981 Virginia General Assembly that no action be taken to regulate 
Audio Stress Examiners under Chapter 27, Title 54 of the Code of Vir
glnla. 
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Background Information 

This issue of audio stress examiners revolves around two problems: 
(1) The ability of the devices to indeed record voice characteristics that 
result in detection of deception (2) The needed training and/or examina
tion of individuals to operate devices, assuming such are valid. 

At the present time audio stress machines are not .permitted for use 
1n Virginia. Such activities are restricted to polygraph examiners who 
may only use a machine measuring at least two physiological reactions 
which relate to deception. An individual cannot be examined without his 
knowledge by use of the polygraph. 

Unlike the polygraph, however, audio stress devices purport to detect 
deception by measurement of the presence or absence of "microtremors" 
which are reflected in the voice. Responses to questions may be tape re
corded and then charted or converted by the actual devices to a pattern. 
Patterns are then "read" by trained individuals. Some devices bypass the 
taping procedure and produce an indication of truth or deception im
mediately. The devices could be used without the subject of the examina
tion being aware that such examination is being conducted. 

Pursuant to House Resolution 45, the Department of Commerce, through 
the Board of Commerce, spent the last year in study of an audio stress de
vice manufactured in Virginia, has surveyed the literature and is conduc
ting an evaluation in conjunction with the State Police to compare this 
device to the polygraph. 

The issues involved are substantial. If the device is approved for 
use, it will be used for criminal investigations, employment purposes, and 
may, upon stipulation, be introduced as evidence in legal proceedings. 
Since a review of the literature offers no conclusive evidence as to its 
validity, completion of the formal evaluation should be a prerequisite to 
its licensure. 

In March of 1979 a subcommittee of the Board of Commerce was ap
pointed to conduct the study. The appointees to the study are Mrs. Polly 
Y. Campbell, Mr. Zack T. Perdue, and Mr. Alan McCullough, Jr., as Chair
man. 

The staff began the study by gathering all available information and 
literature on the subject of audio stress analysis. Those persons recog
nized in the field of detection of deception were notified of the study 
and were requested to make all information available. The studies and re
ports received were reviewed for all pertinent information concerning the 
use of the audio stress machines. 

Voice stress analyzers are widely used in the private sector, and by 
law enforcement agencies; however, their use remains controversial. In
vestigation of research literature indicates conflicting opinions of the 
reliability ~nd validity of voice stress analyzers. The accuracy rate of 
the machines and the operators to detect deception range from 32 percent 
to one of 100 percent. 

From the literature available on the subject of voice stress analy
sis, it is reasonable to conclude that the effectiveness of the method in 
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accurately detecting deception has not been resolved. (See Appendix C.) 

At the present time, of the twenty-five states that license polygraph 
examiners, only one, North Carolina, issues licenses to voice stress oper
ators. Four states, Alabama, Mississippi, Oklahoma and Oregon, have opi
nions from their Attorneys General to the effect that the PSE and similar 
devices may not be used. In Illinois a circuit court has issued an injunc
tion against their use. New York has passed a statute specifically prohi
biting the use of the PSE and similar devices in the employment context. 
In Pennsylvania it is illegal to use these devices surreptitiously. In 
Texas voice stress operators have been jailed and fined for us ing their 
equipment within the state. In Virginia recently a voice stress operator 
was fined for illegal use of the machine within the state. The state of 
Florida held public hearings in 1974 concerning the Psychological Stress 
Evaluator. The hearing officer concluded that the PSE in the hands of a 
competent ly trained operator is equally as credible as to the polygraph. 
At this time, however, audio stress examiners are not required to be li
cense. 

The Department of Commerce conducted a field study to assess the re
liability of voice stress analysis. This evaluation was conducted in con
junction and cooperation with the Virginia State Police and Dektor Coun
terintelligence and Security, Inc. Dektor Counterintelligence and Secur
ity, Inc., agreed to allow department investigators to attend an SO-hour 
course in the use of the PSE. The Virginia State Pol ice agreed to tape 
record actual polygraph examinations for the purpose of charting through 
the PSE instrument. 

A meeting was held at the Department of Commerce to formally esta
blish the field study and to delineate the areas of responsibility to 
those participating in the field evaluat ion. Representat ives of the De
partment of Commerce, the Virginia State Police and Dektor Counterintel
ligence and Security, Inc. were present and agreed substantially to the 
design of the evaluation. 

In accordance with the study, two assumptions were made by the De
partment: (1) that the General Assembly licensed polygraph examiners and 
the use of the polygraph machine in Virginia; therefore, the polygraph 
process is assumed to be reliabile in detecting deception; (2) that both 
the PSE operator from Dektor and the state Police polygraphers were compe
tent in their field. 

It was decided that the Virginia State Police polygraph examiners, 
using their equipment, would tape record polygraph examinations. The re
sults of the examinations and the tapes would be sent to the Department. 
The tapes would th~n be distributed to a PSE examiner of Dektor Counter
intelligence and Security, Inc. and the investigators of the Department to 
be charted through the PSE process. The results obtained by the PSE exam
iners and the polygraph examiners would then be correlated by an indepen
dent statistician from Psychological Consultants, Inc. for comparisons of 
the voice str~ss analysis method for the polygraph. 

It was decided that a total of at least forty tapes would be charted 
through the PSE process, as this would provide a significant data base. 
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Findings 

The study established no significant relationship between results ob
tained from the PSE examination of criminal suspects and those obtained 
from polygraph examination of the same subjects. In addition, there is no 
significant evidence that different PSE examiners will reach similar con
clusions when examining the same data tapes. 

When the results of the voice analysis til was compared with voice 
analysis 112, they agreed 31. 7% of the time and disagreed 24.4% of the 
time. Voice analysis #1 vs Voice analysis #3 agreed 38.1% of the time and 
disagreed 26.1% of the time. Voice analysis #2 agreed with voice analysis 
~3 41.8% and disagreed 34.9% of the time. See Table 10, Appendix B. 

The most damning fact concerning the accuracy of the machine is that 
there is no consistent comparison in any aspect of the tests with any op
erator. They all have different results in all aspects of the test. 
Hence, the guilt or innocence of an individual is determined by the opera
tor of the machine at any given time and not by any absolute that can be 
consistent ly read by interchangeable operators of the machine. As Dr. 
Filer says, "Thus, by all conventional standards of proof, we have to re
gard the validity and reliability of the Psychological Stress Evaluator as 
unproven. Indeed, it appears that by and large its validity and reliabil
ity are not only unproven, but rather are disproven." See Appendix B, 
Psychological Consultants, Inc. 

APPENDIX A 

AUDIO STRESS STUDY 

BOARD OF COMMERCE COMMITTEE MEMBERS 
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Virginia PSE Report 

Psychological Consultants, Inc. 
6724 Patterson Avenue 

Richmond, Virginia 23226 

REPORT ON THE INVESTIGATION OF 
THE VALIDITY OF THE PSYCHOLOGICAL STRESS EVALUATOR 

For 
THE VIRGINIA STATE DEPART~lliNT OF CO~~ERCE 

September, 1980 

The following report summarizes the results of a study performed by 
Psychological Consultants, Inc. (PCI) to determine the potential use vali
dity of a Psychological Stress Evaluator (PSE) for the Virginia State De
partment of Commerce. The PSE is a vocal stress ana lysis technique which 
purports to be able to measure whether or not an individual's responses to 
a set of structured questions exhibit an attempt to present a deceptive 
pattern. Advocates of the PSE have proposed that it would be of signifi
cant value in a number of situations. Among these are criminal investiga
tions and pre-employement screening. Clearly, usages with such inherent 
potential for significantly affecting the lives of individuals require 
that validity and reliability in order for its use to be sanctioned. It 
is important to bear in mind that while academic researchers couch their 
findings in terms of "statistical significance" (results different from 
chance), American Jurisprudence requires a far tougher standard of proof, 
that of "beyond reasonable doubt. tt Whi Ie this level of accuracy is not 
constitutionally required of any input into the judicia I process, it is 
clear that before sanctioning any device or technique, those in a position 
of responsibility must demand proven levels of value concomitant with that 
device's potentional influence over individuals. 

Section I - Summary of Relevant Literature Findings 

The literature with respect to vocal stress analysis techniques (in 
particular the PSE) can best be described as mixed. Discounting wild 
claims on the part of the manufacturer, there do appear to be a number of 
studies which indicate a potential for obtaining accurate information from 
the PSE. Three of these (Kradz, Kriete and Stanley, and Heisse) claim ac
curacies for the PSE in excess of ninety-five percent when compared with 
either polygraph findings or known results of criminal investigations. A 
fourth study (Barland, 1975) finds a significant ly lower, although sti 11 
statistically significant, correlation between PSE results and polygraph 
analyses. 

On the other hand, a number of studies have failed to confirm these 
findings. Among these are studies by Brenner and Branscomb, Kubis, Hor
vath, Nacheshon, Suzuki et al., Link, Older and Jenney, and Barland 
(1973). It is recognized that the Kubis study was negatively received by 
Dektor Corpo~ation (the manufacturers of the PSE) and that a number of po
tentially valid criticisms of its research design have been raised. No 
study, whether it reaches favorable or unfavorable conclusions with regard 
to validity of the PSE, can be regarded as the definitive word on the is
sue. Rather, each study must be evaluated 1n the context of other 
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available information and the overall pattern emerging from the sum total 
of available research. 

In this light, there appear to be two disturbing questions that are 
continually raised in the analysis of the PSE. First of all, a number of 
studies have found that the PSE fails to correlate at a better-than-chance 
level with results from traditional polygraph analys"is. While the Kubis 
study was perhaps the first and most widely c;.uoted of these, it by no 
means stands alone. Similar results were found by Horvath, Nacheshon, Su
zuki et al., and Barland (1973). Further questions are raised concerning 
the PSE by the relatively low level of interrater reliability reported in 
several studies. (See, for example, Brenner and Branscomb, Horvath, and 
Nacheshon). It is clear that if independent judges cannot reach signifi
cant agreement on the amount of deception indicated by the PSE, then the 
results of this process cannot be regarded as valid for use. 

We do not need to go as far as David Raskin (professor of psychology 
at the University of Utah) who concluded in Congressional testimony that 
"there is not a single respectable, scientific study, and one that would 
meet the standards of publication in a scientific journal, which has shown 
the voice stress analysis technique to be any better than flipping a 
coin", in order to have serious reservat ions concerning its use. For ex
ample, it is recognized that some studies (see Kratz) have reported high 
levels of interrater reliability. It is not necessary, however, to ques
tion the results of this study, although such might be possible. It is 
sufficient to indicate that in numerous occasions, interrater reliability 
was not significant. Thus, simply because two raters in one situation did 
agree with each other, the results cannot be extrapolated to an assumption 
that the technique is consistent. There is sufficient evidence from num
erous studies to conclude, rather, that in general, raters exhibit a low 
level of consistency when evaluating the same information. Similarly, it 
is not necessary to disprove all studies which indicate a high degree of 
accuracy or correlation with polygraph results in order to disapprove of 
the use of the PSE. The conclusion that in some contexts or some situa
tions the PSE may be accurate, while in others it exhibits results no bet
ter than chance, is strong enough to justify withholding blanket approval 
of the device. Rather, the exis tence of a large number of studies which 
raise significant questions with regard to the PSE's accuracy and consis
tency throws the "burden of proof" back to its advocates. At the moment, 
the literature does not appear to indicate a sufficient degree of reli
ability or predictive accuracy to warrant the usage of the PSE. 

However, there remain sufficient questions to indicate the desirabil
ity of further research. In this light, another study regarding the ac
curacy and reliability of the PSE was conducted by Psychological Consul
tants, Inc. for the Department of Commerce of the State of Virginia. 

Section II - Methodology 

The current study focuses on three questions: (1) To what extent do 
results obta~ned by professionally trained PSE examiners correlate with 
those obtained by conventional use of the polygraph? (2) How consistent 
are results obtained when different examiners analyze PSE data? and (3) To 
what extent does tape quality affect the validity of the PSE analyses? 
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Data for the study were provided by the Virginia State Police. Tape 
recordings were made of actual polygraph examination sessions. Charts of 
these tape recordings were made using the Psychological Stress Evaluator 
and these charts were independently analyzed by three PSE examiners. One 
of these examiners was a professional in the employ of Dektor Corporation, 
the device's manufacturer, while the other two were employees of the Vir
ginia State Department of Commerce who had been, trained in the usage of 
the PSE and certified as competent PSE analysts by Dektor Corporation. 
After eliminating unusuable sessions from the sample, there remained a set 
of fifty observations. Each observation consisted of one polygraph exami
nation results and three associated PSE examination results. A number of 
comparisons and analyses were performed and will be reported in detail be
low. 

In theory, it was possible to compare results on individual questions 
or charts as well as overall examination conclusions. In light of the 
poor overall performance of the PSE to be reported below, however, it was 
judged unnecessary to focus on speci fic components. The data at this 
level performs even less well than overall conclusions, and its reportage 
would make the final report unnecessarily burdensome. Results to be re
ported include the relationships between PSE results (averaged across the 
three examiners) with polygraph results, the relationship between indivi
dual PSE results and polygraph results, the relationship between PSE re
sults and polygraph results for each of the three examiners, and the in
terrelationship of PSE results for each pair of examiners. 

The data provided by State Police was generated in the course of ac
tual investigations. The vast preponderance of the subjects were suspects 
in criminal investigations, although some were being questioned as either 
witnesses or victims. 

Section III - Results 

At the end of each PSE or polygraph examination session, the exam1ner 
placed his or her conclusions into one of three categories. It was con
cluded that either the subject was definitely being truthful, was defin
itely attempting to deceive the examiner, or else that no conclusion could 
be reach and the session should be regarded as inconclusive. With three 
categories, an individual attempting to guess the results of a polygraph 
examination on the basis of no information at all would be expected to be 
correct approximately one-third (33%) of the time. Results obtained from 
the PSE should always be examined in this light. 

Three-way contingency tables comparing vocal stress analyzer results 
with those from polygraph examinations or the results obtained by two in
dividual vocal stress analysts have been generated. There are a number of 
statistics which might be used to evaluate the degree of association be
tween these variables. The most common such statistic, and the PSE, is the 
Chi square statistic. This statistic measures whether the distribution of 
observation into cells of the contingency table is essentially random or 
whether there' exists an association between observations on one variable 
and those on the other variable. There is, however, another statistic 
which uti lizes more of the avai lable information. The results of the 
polygraph and PSE examinations possess what are known as ordinal proper
ties. That is, al though there is no uniform spacing between the cate
gories, there is an appropriate ordering of the categories. Essentially, 
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this says that if a polygraph examination concludes that the subject ~as 
being definitely truthful, a vocal stres analysis which concludes that the 
subject was attempting to deceive is in less agreement than one which 
finds an inconclusive pattern. While the commonly used correlation coef
ficient (Pearson r) is not appropriate with ordinal data, a form of rank 
order correlation coefficient (Kendall Tau) is appropriate and can make 
use of this ranking property of the observations. For each of the ana
lyses reported below, both Chi square statistics and Kendall Tau coeffi
cients will be reported. Conventionally, levels of statistical signifi
cance of .10 or less are required in order for a researcher to regard an 
hypothesis as being substantiated. Essentially, this says that there is 
less than ten percent chance that any associations observed in the data 
could have arisen by chance. Any results percent probability of chance 
occurrence must be dismissed as inconclusive. It should be emphasized 
th.lt this ten percent significance level is extremely liberal, and that 
many researchers require a much lower probability of chance occurrence be
fore regarding an hypothesis as being established. 

With three PSE examiners for each polygraph sess ion, there are a 
total of 150 possible pairs of observations. In fact, analyses are based 
on somewhat smaller sample sizes. In ten of the fifty cases, at least one 
of the PSE examiners was unable to evaluate the tape. Thus, there are 
forty cases for which complete results are available. In most of the 
other ten cases, however, at leas t one of the PSE examiners was able to 
evaluate the session and reach a conclusion. Therefore, there are a total 
of 138 pairs of polygraph/PSE results. Of these, the PSE examiners raised 
some question as to the tape quality in twenty cases, leaving a total of 
118 pairs of results where no question as to the ability of the vocal 
stress analyzer tapes to be rated was raised. 

Table 1 reports the results when polygraph results were compared with 
the average ranking obtained by the three PSE examiners. It is obvious 
that the distribution of results across the various cells of the table is 
relatively close to the conclusions reached by the two methods. Neither 
the Chi square statistic nor the Kendall Tau approached anything close to 
a level of statistical significance. There is, however, one reservation 
which must be raised in conjunction with this table. The averaging of the 
PSE results contains an implicit assumption of at least some cardinal ra
ther than ordinal properties in the data. That is, it assumes that an in
conclusive result lies exactly half-way between a definitely truthful re
sult and a definitely deceptive result. This concept of "distance" is 
somewhat strange with regard to the current type of data. Therefore, more 
satisfactory results may be obtained by comparing the polygraph result 
with each individual PSE result. This generates the above-mentioned 138 
pairs of observation. The fact that each polygraph result is paired with 
more than one PSE result does not in any way affect the statistical pro
perties of the analysis. 

Table 2 shows the results of such a comparison. As can be seen in 
the table, on~e again there is an overall impression of randomness in the 
two sets of results. For example, of the sixty-one cases where the poly
graph examination idicated that the subject was definitely being truthful, 
the PSE indicated definite truth in twenty-four and definite deception in 
twenty-seven, with ten tapes being regarded as inconclusive. Overall, re
sults of the PSE exams agreed with results of the polygraph exam in 397. of 
the cases, compared with the 33% that would be expected simply by flipping 
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coins. This result is not statistically significantly different from 
chance. In fact, to extend the analysis even further, in 30% of the 
cases, the PSE results were diametrically oppposed to the polygraph re
suIts. That is, one device gave a reading of definitely truthful while 
the other was indicating definite deception. This is somewhat higher than 
might be expected as a result of chance. Therefore, one than might be ex
pected as a result of chance. Therefore, one is left with the conclusion 
that there is no discernable or measureable relationship between resul:.:c 
from a professionally conducted vocal stress anlysis examination and re
sults from a professionally conducted polygraph examination. 

This finding is not dependent upon the inclusion of questionable 
tapes in the PSE sample. Table 3 shows results when only those tapes with 
regard to which no question at all was raised by the PSE examiner are in
cluded in the study. Based on these 118 "good" pairs of observations, the 
above-stated results must be resubstantiated. Once again, there is no 
statistically significant correlation between results obtained by the two 
processes. Indeed, in a statistical sense, the PSE performs somewhat 
closer to the polygraph when the questionable tapes are included than when 
they are omitted. 

It is also clear that no individual PSE analyst is able to satisfac
torily correlate his or her results with those obtained from the poly
graph, although some analysts do better at this than others. Tables 4 
through 6 show the results when each analyst's conclusions are related in
dividually to those resulting from the polygraph session. Table 4 repre
sents the performance of the professional employee of Dektor Corporation 
while tables 5 and 6 represent the performance of the employees of the 
Virginia S tate Department of Commerce. It is interes t ing to note that 
substantially the worst performance was recorded by the Dektor employee. 
However, once agal.n, it ·should be emphasized that no individual analyst 
was able to predict significantly the results obtained from the poly
graph. 

Finally, we turn to the interrater reliability of the PSE conclu
sions. Once again, the results are not statistically significant. Tables 
7 through 9 report the results obtained for the three possible pairs of 
ratings. It can be seen that in no case did the raters agree on even 50% 
of the possible conclusions. Rater 1 <the professional Dektor employee) 
agreed with the two Department of Commerce employees 38% and 42% 0 f the 
time, while the two Department of Commerce employees agreed only 32% of 
the time. It must be emphasized that not only did the PSE results not 
correlate significantly with the polygraph results in any possible experi
mental configuration, but that there was, in addition, no significant re
lationship between results obtained by three professionally trained PSE 
examiners using the same tapes. 

Section IV - Conclusions and Recommendations 

The conclusions of the current study can be succinctly and powerfully 
stated. From this research, it cannot be established that there is any 
statisticaliy significant relationship between results obtained from PSE 
examination of criminal suspects and those obtained from polygraph exami
nation of the same subjects. In addition, there is no statistically sig
nificant evidence that multiple PSE examl.ners will reach similar 
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conclusions when exam~n~ng the same data tapes. The implicat ion of this 
finding is that the results obtained from a PSE examination of an indivi
dual will vary depending upon who conducts the examination. To return to 
the three questions outlined for the current study, it ~s possible to 
reach the following conclusions. 

1. We have no evidence that the PSE results are significantly rela
ted to those obtained from polygraph examinations. Thus" it is not pos
sible to reject the hypothesis that PSE examination results are totally 
independent of those obtained by polygraph exams. It should be emphasized 
that this finding only enables us to conclude that the PSE is not equiva
lent to the polygraph. It can make no judgement as to the inherent vali
dity of either methods. t-lhile it is unlikely it is possible that the re
suI ts of the PSE examinat ions were accurate and those of the polygraph 
wp.re inaccurate in this study. Given the large volume of data available 
regarding the polygraph and the mixed performance of the PSE in other 
studies, as outlined above, we are inclined to doubt that such is the 
case, however. It is clear that both of the devices cannot possibly be 
accurate. 

2. It does not appear that the poor performance of the Psychological 
Stress Evaluator is the result of the forced conclusions of less-than
adequate data. The device performs no better when analysts were allowed 
to exclude all tapes with regard to which they had any question about 
their suitability. 

3. It is also abundantly clear from the data that we cannot accept 
the hypothesis that there is any relationship between PSE results obtained 
by one examiner and those obtained by another examiner from the same data. 
This is an especially disturbing conclusion because it implies that a sub
ject's truthfulness or decept ion is not a function of what the subject 
himself says, but rather simply a function of which particular examiner is 
conducting the analysis. This suggests very strongly that the PSE does 
not provide valid data for use in either employment or criminological in
vestigations. 

When the results of the current study are combined with those from 
other stud ies out 1 ined above, the following conclusions and recommenda
tions can be made. Although there is some evidence from some studies that 
the Psychological Stress Evaluator have validity in some situations in as
sessing truthfulness or deceptive intent on the part of individuals, there 
remain significant questions as to its value. It appears that the prepon
derance of research, including the current study, strongly suggests that 
the Psychological Stress Evaluator can do no better than blind guessing in 
predicting the results obtained from more conventional methods of stress 
measurement (especially the polygraph). In addition, numerous studies, 
including the current one, have found that there is no significant inter
rater reliability between various individuals evaluating the same data 
using the PSE. Thus, by all conventional standards of proof, we have to 
regard the validity and reliability of the Psychological Stress Evaluator 
as unproven .. Indeed, it appears that by and large its validity and reli
ability are not only unproven, but rather are disproven. 
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TABLE 1 

AVERAGE RESULTS OF VOICE ANALYZER 

Result of Definitely Incon- Definitely Row 
Polygraph Truthful iclusive Deceptive Total 
Exam 

0 2 4 2 7 1 2 18 
Definitely 
Truthful 0.0% 5.0% 10.0% 5.0% 17.5% 2.5% 5.0% 45.0i. 

Inconclu-
sive a 2 a 4 a 1 2 9 

0.0% 5.0% 0.0% 10.0i. 0.0i. 2.5i. 5.0i. 22.5% 

Definite ly 
Deceptive a 2 2 2 2 2 3 13 

0.0% S.Oi. 5.0% 5.0i. 5.0% 5.0i. 7.5i. 32.5% 

Column Total a 6 6 8 9 4 7 40 

0.0i. 15. Oi. 15.0% 20.0% 22.5i. 10.0i. l7.5i. 100.0i. 

Chi Square = 11.98684 with 10 Degrees of Freedom 
Significance = 0.2859 
Kendall's Tau = 0.05625 
Significance = 0.3505 
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TABLE 2 

RESULTS OF VOICE ANALYZER EXAM 

RESULTS OF 
POLYGRAPH Definitely Inconclusive Definite ly Row 
EXAM Truthful Deceptive Total 

24 10 27 61 
Definitely 
Truthful 17.4% 7.2% 19.6% 44.2% 

Inconclusive 11 8 15 34 

8.0% 5.8% 10.9% 24.6% 

Definitely 
Deceptive 14 7 22 43 

10.1% 5.1% 15.9% 31.2% 

Column Total 49 25 64 138 
35.5% 18.1% 46.4% 100.0% 

Raw Chi Square = 1.49213 With 4 Degrees of Freedom. 
Significance = 0.8280 
Kendall's Tau = 0.05875 
Significance = 0.2224 
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TABLE 3 

RESULTS OF VOICE ANALYZER EXAM 

'-

RESULTS OF 
POLYGRAPH Definitely Inconclusive Definitely Row 
EXAM Truthful Deceptive Total 

22 6 23 51 
Definitely 
Truthful 18.6% 5.1% 19.5% 43.2% 

Inconclusive 10 7 13 30 

8.5% 5.9% 11.0% 25.4% 

Definite ly 
Deceptive 13 7 17 37 

11.0% 5.9% 14.4% 31.4% 

Column Total 45 20 53 118 
38.1% 16.9% 44.9% 100.0% 

Raw Chi Square = 2.24405 With 4 Degrees of Freedom. 
Significance = 0.6910 
Kendall's Tau = 0.03765 
Significance = 0.3255 
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TABLE 4 

RESULTS OF VOICE ANALYZER EXAM 

(Examiner = Dektor Professional) 

RESULTS OF 
POLYGRAPH Definitely Inconclusive Definitely Row 
EXAM Truthful Deceptive Total 

7 3 10 20 
Definitely 
Truthful 14.6% 6.3% 20.8% 41. 7% 

Inconclusive 6 1 6 13 

12.5% 2.1% 12.5% 27.1% 

Definitely 
Deceptive 7 1 7 15 

14.6% 2.1% 14.6% 31.3% 

Column Total 20 5 23 48 
41.7% 10.4% 47.9% 100.0% 

Raw Chi Square = 1.09605 With 4 Degrees of Freedom. 
Significance = 0.8949 
Kendall's Tau = 0.06304 
Significance = 0.3176 
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TABLE 5 
" 

RESULTS OF VOICE ANALYZER EXAM 

(Examiner = Department of Commerce Employee # 1) 

RESULTS OF 
POLYGRAPH Definitely Inconclusive Definitely Row 
EXAM Truthful Deceptive Total 

4 5 11 20 
Definitely 
Truthful 9.1% 11.4% 25.0% 45.5% 

Inconclusive 1 5 4 10 

2.3% 11.4% 9.1% 22.7% 

Definitely 
Deceptive 0 5 9 14 

0.0% 11.4% 20.5% 31 .8i. ., 
Column Total 5 15 24 44 

11.4% 34.1% 54.4% 100.0r. 

Raw Chi Square = 4.79024 With 4 Degrees of Freedom. 
Significance = 0.3095 
Kendall's Tau = 0.11933 
Significance = 0.1954 
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TABLE 6 

RESULTS OF VOICE ANALYZER EXAM 

(Examiner = Department of Commerce Employee # 2) 

RESULTS OF 
POLYGRAPH Definitely Inconclusive Definitely Row 
EXAM Truthful Deceptive Total 

13 2 6 21 
Definitely 
Truthful 28.3% 4.3% 13.0% 45.7% 

Inconclusive 4 2 5 11 

8.7% 4.3% 10.9% 21.9% 

Definite ly 
Dece:;t::'-:" 7 1 6 14 

15.2% 2.2% 13.0% 30.4% 

Column Total 24 5 17 46 
52.2% 10.9% 37.0% 10().O% 

Raw Chi Square = 2.42216 With 4 Degrees of Freedom. 
Significance = 0.6586 
Kendall's Tau = 0.13020 
Significance = 0.1691 
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TABLE 7 

RESULTS OF VOICE ANALYZER 

(Examiner = Department of Commerce Employee # 1) 

RESULTS OF 
VOICE ANALYZER 
(Examiner = 
Dektor Pro- Definitely Inconclusive Definitely Row 
fessiona1 Truthful Deceptive Total 

0 9 8 17 
Definitely 
Truthful 0.0% 21.4% 19.0i. 40.5% 

Inconclusive 2 2 1 5 

4.8% 4.8% 2.4i. 11.9% 

Definitely 
Deceptive 3 3 14 20 

7.1% 7.1% 33.3% 47.6% 

Column Total 5 14 23 42 
11.9% 33.3% 54.8i. 100.0r. 

Raw Chi Square =11.67967 With 4 Degrees of Freedom. 
Significance = 0.0199 
Kendall's Tau = 0.11630 
Significance = 0.2101 
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TABLE 8 

RESULTS OF VOICE ANALYZER 

(Examiner = Department of Commerce Employee # 2) 

RESULTS OF 
VOICE ANALYZER 
(Examiner = 
Dektor Pro- Definitely Inconclusive Definitely Row 
fessional Truthful Deceptive Total 

9 2 6 17 
Definitely 
Truthful 20.9% 4.7% 14.0% 39.5i. 

Inconclusive 3 0 2 5 

7.0% 0.0% 4.7i. 11. 6i. 

Definite ly 
Deceptive 9 3 9 21 

20.9% 7.0% 20.9% 48.8i. 

Column Total 21 5 17 43 
48.8% 11.6% 39.5i. 100.0i. 

Raw Chi Square = 1.18545 With 4 Degrees of Freedom. 
Significance = 0.8805 
Kendall's Tau = 0.08410 
Significance = 0.2777 
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TABLE 9 

RESULTS OF VOICE ANALYZER 

(Examiner = Department of Commerce Employee # 2) 

RESULTS OF 
VOICE ANALYZER 
(Examiner = 
Dept. of Com- Definitely Inconclusive Definitely Row 
merce Employee Truthful Deceptive Total 

3 1 1 5 
Definitely 
Truthful 7.3i. 2.4i. 2.4i. 12.2i. 

Inconclusive 8 0 5 13 

19.5i. 0.0i. 12.2i. 31. 7i. 

Definite ly 
Deceptive 9 4 10 23 

22.0i. 9.8i. 24.4i. 56.li. 

Column Total 20 5 16 41 
48.8% 12.2% 39.0% 100.0i. 

Raw Chi Square = 3.92791 With 4 Degrees of Freedom. 
Significance = 0.4159 
Kendall's Tau = 0.16551 
Significance = 0.1284 
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TABLE 10 
INDIVIDUAL RESULTS 

Case Polygraph Voice Analyst Voice Analyst Voice Analyst 
Results Number One Number Two Number Three 

1 Inconclusive Truthful Inconclusive Deceptive 
2 Inconclusive Deceptive Deceptive Inconclusive 
3 Deceptive Deceptive Deceptive Deceptive 
4 Deceptive Deceptive Inconclusive Truthful- /' 

5 Deceptive Inconclusive Deceptive Deceptive 
6 Truthful Not Rated Not Rated Truthful 
7 Deceptive Truthful'/ Inconclusive Not Rated 
8 Truthful Inconclusive Truthful Truthful 
9 Inconclusive Truthful Inconclusive Truthful 
10 Inconclusive Deceptive Not Rated Not Rated 
11 Truthful Truthful' Inconclusive Deceptive 
12 Truthful Not Rated Inconclusive Truthful 
13 Truthful Truthful Deceptive Deceptive 
14 Truthful Deceptive Deceptive Truthful 
15 Truthful Truthful Not Rated Not Rated 
16 Inconclusive Deceptive Inconclusive Truthful 
17 Truthful Truthful Not Rated Truthful 
18 Deceptive Deceptive Deceptive Inconclusive 
19 Truthful Deceptive Truthful Deceptive 
20 Inconclusive Truthful Inconclusive Not Rated 
21 Truthful Deceptive Deceptive Deceptive 
22 Truthful Inconclusive Inconclusive Deceptive 
23 Inconclusive Deceptive Deceptive Deceptive 
24 Deceptive Truthful Inconclusive Truthful 
25 Truthful Deceptive Truthful Truthful 
26 Deceptive Truthful Deceptive Inconclusive 
27 Deceptive Deceptive Deceptive Deceptive 
28 Inconclusive Truthful Inconclusive Deceptive 
29 Deceptive Truthful Inconclusive Truthful 
30 Truthful Truthful Inconclusive Truthful 
31 Truthful Inconclusive Inconclusive Truthful 
32 Truthful Deceptive Deceptive Truthful 
33 Truthful Truthful Deceptive Truthful 
34 Inconclusive Truthful Deceptive Inconclusive 
35 Truthful Deceptive Truthful Inconclusive 
36 Deceptive Truthful Deceptive Truthful 
37 Deceptive Truthful Deceptive Truthful 
38 Truthful Deceptive Deceptive Truthful 
39 Inconclusive Truthful Not Rated Deceptive 
40 Deceptive Deceptive Not Rated Truthful 
41 Deceptive Deceptive Inconclusive Deceptive 
42 Deceptive Deceptive Deceptive Truthful 
43 Inconclusive Inconclusive Truthful Truthful 
44 Inconclusive Deceptive Not Rated Not Rated 
45 Deceptive Truthful Deceptive Deceptive 
46 Deceptive Deceptive Deceptive Deceptive 
47 Truthful Deceptive Deceptive Truthful 
48 Inconclusive Deceptiv'e Deceptive Deceptive 
49 Truthful Deceptive Deceptive Deceptive 
50 Truthful Truthful Deceptive Truthful 
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The Psychological stress Evaluator (PSE) was assessed 
for its ability to display and detect arousal in the 
spoken word. Forty-three university surruner students 
were asked to read aloud 10 words composed of random 
proportions of taboo and neutral words. PSE recordings 
of these words were then given to 2 trained and 10 un
trained analysts for identification of stress patterns. 
Results indicated that, although the students rated the 
taboo words significantly more arousing than the neu
tral, the accuracy of identification of such words was 
no greater than chance for all analysts, regardless of 
training. It was . concluded that the PSE may not be as 
effective as its manufacturers claim. Additional re
search appears warranted. 

The Dektor Corporation of Springfield, Virginia has marketed an instru
oent called the Psychological Stress Evaluator (PSE) which is claimed to mea
sure stress, arousal, or physiological change associated with the voice, 
without the need of attached sensors. Traditionally, physiological measure
ment has used attached sensors with the result that a certain percentage of 
the measured arousal is' artifically induced. If one is attempting to measure 
the degree of arousal or physiological change associated with a specific sti
mulus, then measurement rTithout sensors would eliminate the possibility of 
sensor-induced arousal. 

The PSE employs tape-recorded speech for the purpose of voice analysis. 
Briefly, the system involves feeding recorded vocalizations into the PSE to 
produce a visually observable medium. This medium or wave form is carefully 
analyzed in an attempt to identify frequency components of the recorded ut
terances that indicate physiological manifestations of psychological stress. 
More specifically, the PSE is intended to record the frequency components 
of uttered speech in such a way that purported infrasonic variations become 
indicators of the degree of stress. The Dektor Corporation ~uggests that 
these infrasonic variations are muscle microtremors occurring at 8-12 Hz 
(Lippold, 1971), and that the resultant patterns can be analyzed for stress 
using various modes (electrOnic filtering) and tape speeds. 

PSE voice analysis has been researched in various ways. Barland (Note 
1), Kradz (Note 2), Kubis (1974), and Vetter (1973) have used the PSE in the 

~ektor Counterintelligence & Security, Inc. t 5508 Port Royal Rd., 
Springfield, Virginia, U.S.A. 

Requests for reprints should be addressed to Brian E. Lynch, Forensic 
SCience, Royal' Ottawa Hospital, ll45 Carling Ave., Ottawa, Ont., Canada KlZ 7K4. 

Reprinted from the Canadian Journal of Behavioural Science, 1979, 11, 
89-94, with the kind permission of the authors and publisher. 
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detection of deception, using mock and real crime situations. Borgen and 
Good.'il8.Il (Note 3), Brenner (Note 4), Reeves (1976), Smith (Note 5), Wiggins, 
HcCranie, and Bailey (1975), and \iorth and Lewis (1975) have used the PSE 
in various experimental situations, ranging from psychotherapeutic e£fec
tiveness to stage fright. Podlesny and Raskin (1977) state that "at this 
point there appears to be no scientilic evidence that PSE analysis yields 
accuracies as high as those obtained with standard poly~raph procedures, 
and little evidence that results exceed chance levels" lp. 796). 

Much of the research presently available on the PSE has lacked exter
nal truth criteria for validation requirement and also aid in the analysis. 
E~otionally powered words have been used in various physiological investi
gations as reliable laboratory inducers of mild stress (Stelmack & Leckett, 
1974). The purpose of the present study was (a) to investigate the validity 
a~ inter-judge agreement of the PSE by assessing the rate of detection of 
arousal in spoken words; and (b) to see il naive analysts could analyze stress 
by matching to sample. 

Method 

Subjects 

The sample consisted of 43 university sununer students ranging in age 
from lB to 50, with a mean age of 26.1 years. There were 2l males and 22 
females, representing a cross-section of socio-economic levels in a bilin
gual university environment. Because of the design utilized, all students 
constituted the experimental group without the necessity of a control group. 

Apparatus 

The stimuli consisted of 10 neutral words (at, by, cup, home, on, or, 
over, run, sky, the) and 10 taboo words (cock, cunt, fag, frig, tuck, prick, 
puke, screw, shit, tit; cf. Stelmack & Leckett, 1974), printed on a 7.5 x 
12.5 cm cards with 20-pt Helvetica medium (capitalized) Letraset lettering. 
·An additional neutral word (pen) was added as an initiating "damper" stimu
lus. Voice recording was taken on a Uher 4000 report I-C tape recorder 
using a Uher dynamic microphone M 136 and Scot.ch AV-177 lO-d'-{1otse tape. The 
tape recording was subsequently played into the PSl'chological Stress Evalua
tor (PSE-10l) at speeds of either 4.7 cm/sec or 2/4 cm/sec. and filtered 
through Mode III. 

Procedure 

Before the experiment, all students completed the Eysenck Personality 
Inventory (EPI). Each student was then given a stack of 10 randomly ar
ranged neutral and taboo word cards, plus the initiating neutral words. The 
rc...~om order was accomplished by blindly drawing each set of 10 cards from 
a box containing all 20 cards. Each student was asked to recite the words 
L~to the tape recorder after the experimenter had left the room. When 
finished, each student was asked to rate the 10 words on a 7-point rating 
scale, ranging from very pleasant to very disgusting. All recorded word 
lists were then processed on the PSE and distributed to 2 trained analysts 
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and 10 W1trained analysts for stress analysis. All raters used a rating 
chart composed of voice patterns identified by the Dektor Corporation (Note 
6) as indicative of stress. None of the raters was aware of the type of 
words, or the proportion of neutral to taboo words. They were instructed 
only to compare the 430 word patterns and the rating charts to see if &.'1.Y 
of the patterns were similar. 

Results 

Table 1 presents the decisions made by each of the analysts on the 
430 voice patterns, of which 216 were taboo words and 214 were neutral words. 
There were no statistically significant differences between the analysts on 
accuracy of rating (t(ll) = .62, p greater than .05). Both trained and W1-
trained analysts were unable to discern differences in voice patterns be
tween taboo and neutral words. That is to say, they were W1able to sort 
the voice-stress patterns consistently, at a greater than chance level, into 
those that belonged with taboo words and those that belonged with neutral 
words. 

In addition, there was no relationship between the analysts' pattern 
identifications and their resultant accuracies (r = -.01, biserial co
efficient) • Thus the total number of stress pattern identifications was 
not a predictor of accuracy outcome. Th~ mean EPI results were within nor
mal limits for university students (E = 11.2, N = 10.4, L = 3.3). There 
were no significant correlations between word ratings and any of the EPI 
scales. There was a statistically significant difference between the stu
dent's rating of taboo words and neutral words (t(42) = 5.78, p less than 
.001). 

TABLE 1 

Breakdown of percentages in stress paUem identification 

Taboo words 

"Stress" (~.;:> 
Analy,t (True,Positive) 

L Ta 41 
2. T 67 
3. lIT" 15 
4. UT 92 
5_ t.:T 64 
6. t.:T 69 
~ L'T 75 
8. UT 77 
9. UT 84 

10. LT 98 
II. LT 87 
12. UT 1 
TOTAL 64 

aT - trained. 
bUT '.- untrained. 

"No stres~" (~;.) 
(False-Negative) 

59 
33 
85 

8 
36 
31 
25 
23 
16 
2 

13 
99 
36 

Neutral words Strcs\ and nc:utral -_._------
"Strcs~" ('.'-:J UNo stn."ss·· (:~{.) 
( False-Positive) (True-Negative) ('orrectly idenlifit"d (~:,) 

51 49 45 
711 22 45 
IS 85 SO 
92 8 50 
57 43 54 
67 33 51 
X6 14 44 
6'J 31 54 
R7 IJ 41) 
96 4 51 8X 12 50 

() 100 50 
ti5 35 49 I .62 n~ 
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Discussion 

These results indicate that pattern identification of voice stress 
resulting from the utterance of taboo and neutral words was a chance oc
currence. The analysts, regardless of training, performed at approximately 
chance levels in terms of accuracy of identification. Therefore, accuracy 
of pattern identification was not a function of extent of training in pat
tern identification. Since both trained and untrained analysts follcr.-led 
no consistent trend in identifying words, it must be concluded that pattern 
identification in this study was accomplished by random guessing. That is, 
the analysts were in no way consistent in their choice of patterns and, 
therefore, in their resultant accuracy. 

The lack of significant difference between the actual accuracy rate 
and the expected accuracy rate may reflect, in part, a state of low level 
arousal when subjects uttered taboo words. Although the students rated the 
taboo words as significantly more disturbing than the neutral, the taboo 
words may still not have been sufficiently arousing to be picked up by the 
PSE. Since earlier studies have shown taboo words to be arousing, this ex
planation does not seem compelling. However, the inventors of the PSE 
(Note 7) suggest that it functions within limits of arousal which have not 
yet been defined. Thus, a certain level of arousal must be present in an 
individual in order for it to be picked up and displayed by the PSE. IT 
this is the case, usage of such equipment in applied situations \vould re
quire some external criterion measure of "sufficient arousal" before any
thing could be said about the voice pattern. With reference to the present 
study, if the uttered words were not registering on the PSE, then this liOuld 
preclude any chance of correct identification b,y the stress analysts. 

Many questions as to pattern identification, training effect, and 
minimurn-maxirnum stress levels necessary with the PSE, are still urlanswered. 
It is well }mown that the PSE is being used by police and private industry 
daily as a procedure for detecting deception. If, because of threshold 
activation limits, it cannot detect stress states equally on a continuum 
from no stress to ma.ximum stress, then when and when not to use it without 
some other criterion measure of arousal is an unanswered question. If, as 
its inventors claim, the PSE has been eff'ective in stress identification, 
it is probable that the strong placebo effect of such an intrument has been 
the chief factor behind any significant accuracy results.;; 

A situation is needed which very clearly causes physiological arousal, 
and does not rely simply upon an individual's self report of arousal. Since 
polygraphic measure have been used as indicators of various physiological 
para~eters (Grossman, 1967), it seems feasible to use them as criteria of 
physiological arousal. A future study might investigate the PSE in compari
son (lith other physiOlogical measures, to establish if it is dependent on 
some minimal level of stress in order to be effective. 

Reference Note's 

1. Barland, G.H. Use of voice changes in the detection of deception. 
Paper presented at the meeting of th!) Acoustical Society of America, 
T .. os Angeles, October 1973. 
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TECHNICAL LllHTATIONS AFFECTING LIE DETECTION ARSHAL BUREAU 

By 

Malcolm Brermer 
University of Oregon 

And 
Harvie H. Branscomb 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

Our testimony concerns technical limitations in the Psychological Stress 
Evaluator (PSE), the original and most widespread of the recent lie detection 
devices which employ analysis of the human voice. Based on our research ex
perience with this device, we believe that the PSE measure is not of sufficient 
technical quality to be used in lie detection. and our testimony documents five 
technical shortcomings which affect the present instrument. This evidence on 
technical quality is especially relevant to lie detection in employment sit
uations, since such lie detection evidence may be used as the sole basis for 
serious, uncontestable, and final decisions. Evidence on technical quality is 
also relevant to the issues of Constitutional rights which apply to voice lie 
detectors because of the possibility of testing subjects without their kn~i
ledge. 

We do not believe that all aspects of PSE analysis are invalid. Several 
reports provide evidence that the PSE may be valid as a measure of psychologi
cal stress (1, 2). The rationale of PSE operation (involving stress-sensitive 
frequency modulation in the voice) is consistent with earlier acoustical evi
dence (3). However, there is a large difference between a preliminary measure 
of stress and a finished instrument which can be applied in an area as com": 
plex as lie detection. Detection of deception would be subject to controversy 
even if it employed an ideal measure of stress (4). Using a measure subject 
to serious technical limitations on reliability lie detection becomes extremely 
questionable. Our testimony concerns such limitations in the PSE. 

The original research reported here was carried out at Harvard University 
as well as the universities o£ our a£filiations. Specifically, it concerns 
five technical limitations. 

1) Subjectivity of Scoring 

PSE scoring is highly subjective and scores assigned to particular PSE 
patterns depend largely on the particular judge doing the scoring. 

This paper is reprinted, with updating and minor changes, from testimony 
presented at hearings on Senate Bill 1845, United States Senate, Subc~mittee 
on the Constitution, Committee on Judiciary, September 19, 1978. For copies 
of reprints write to Dr. Malcolm Brenner, Ames Research Center 1M 239-2, 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Moffet Field, California 94035. 
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A mathematical estimate of scoring subjectivity is available in the 
interjudge reliability coefficient (r), which swnmarizes the degree of over
lap present in the scores provided by two different judges who have scored 
the same material. This reliability coefficient ranges in value from r = 
.00 to r = 1.00, with the magnitude of the coefficient directly reflecting the 
degree of overlap present. Most psychologists would consider an interjudge 
reliability coefficient of r = .80 as the minimum requirement for any serious 
assessment instrument. 

Interjudge reliability coefficients for PSE scoring, however, are typi
cally lower than r = .80. Horvath(5) reports a coefficient value of r = .38, 
and Worth & Lewis(6) of r = .56, for material drawn from laborato~ lie de
tection tasks, Older & Jenney(?) report a coefficient of r = .39, Lewis & 
Worth(8) of r = .54, and Rockwell, Hodgson, & Cook(9) of 5 = .89 for material 
drawn from tasks other than lie detection.. These interjudge coefficients, the 
only values reported by independent investigators, suggest serious reliability 
problems. An example of these problems is provided by a hypothetical example 
of two judges scoring PSE patterns in two categories: High-stress and Low
stress. Given Worth & Lewis' coefficient value of r = .56 (the highest value 
reported for a lie detection task), these judges would be expected to disagree 
wit~, each other at least 22% of the time(lO). 

2) Response Words 

PSE scores v~ systematically according to the exact words spoken by 
the subject, and, presumable, the exact linguistic properties of individual 
words. 

Figure 1 demonstrates this effect, and summarizes data for sixteen sub
jects who performed a mental arithmetic experiment(3) (1034-1038 spoken res
ponses are summarized in each graph). In the top graph (. "repeat" responses') 
the subjects simply repeated out loud the digits from "0" to "9" in a random 
order as part of the baseline treatment (" 6" was not included because it 
typically provides arpSE pattern of insufficient length to be scored, a severe 
example of response word difficulties ). The digits "5" and "9" received char
acteristica.l.ly high PSE scores, the digit "8" characteristica.l.ly low scores t 
and the remaining digits intermediate scores. This robust pattern appeared 
in the data of eve~ subject tested. This pattern also appears in the lower 
graph ("Mental Arithmetic Responses"), in a virtually identical order, des
pite the presence of a strong experimental manipulation based on the difficulty 
of mental arithmetic problems.* In both graphs, the PSE scoring difference 
between high response words and low response words is on the order of 2 to 1. 

The response~ord effect imposes serious problems for any PSE examinations 
which use unrestricted words or continuous speech. This problem also has di
rect implications for traditional examinations, especially if it turns out that 
"Yes" and "No" appear to have different levels of PSE-scored stress. 

*Subjects were required to add either +4, +3, +1, or +0 to every digit 
in a string of digits and report out loud the converted series. The t:iJne 
allowance was held constant for each treatment. 
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3) ~ecording Quality 

PSE scores tend to vary according to the qualit.y of the available tape 
recordings. 

Evidence is provided by Older & Jenney(7). They prepared, under NASA 
contract, an analysis using PSE scores for stress changes in the voices of 
SkyLab Astronauts as a function of varying work load demands (2040 spoken 
utterances were included in the analysis). The available tape recordings 
varied considerably in quality, and were subjectively grouped into classifi
cations of "good", "fair" or "poor". On a 1 - 5 point scale used to score 
PSE, Older & Jenney report a difference of about 12% in the final PSE scores 
as a direct function of available tape quality (pp. 37-39). "Good" recordings 
showed the highest average stress, and "poor" recordings the lowest. 

An interesting sidelight of the Older & Jenney study is the fact that a 
large subsample of the data was scored by the Chief In.ttructor at Dektor, Inc., 
manufacturer of the PSE (the interjudge reliability COEfficient, as noted a
bove, was r = .39). Ironically, the Chief Instructor proved to be more in
fluenced by the problem of tape quality than the routine judge. The differ
ence in average PSE scores was 22%. 

This tape-quality artifact has direct relevant to interrogation recordings 
made under field conditions. It is especially relev.\t to PSE samples trans
mitted over the telephone, a routine procedure which almost certainly lowers 
tape quality. A judge using telephone transmitted speech may score a pattern 
which shmvs less stress than the one made from the speech originally played 
int 0 the phone. 

4) Transcription Speed .' 

PSE patterns vary according to the speed employe-l tor transcribing material 
through the device. 

To demonstrate this effect, we transcribed 217 vv~al responses, drawn 
from two male and one female subject, at the two sp€"~ds most commonly used in 
PSE analysis: 1 7/3 IPS and 15/16 IPS. PSE scores cierived :from the two 
transcriptions proved to be extremely different. Correlation coefficients 
between the two scorings (computed the same way as correlation coefficients 
for interjudge reliability) ranged between r = .43 and r = .47 for each sub
ject. In 8% of the cases (17 cases), a pattern which showed 1igh PSE stress at 
one speed showed low PSE stress at a different speed. 

Transcription speed differences appear to be caused both by the slow res
ponsiveness of the transcribing pen and by changes in the filtering cut of Is 
employed. This effect is not treated in the company training program, which 
leaves the choice of transcription speed at the discretion of the interroga
tor(ll) • 

5) Conscious Control 

The vocal responses monitored by the PSE may be subject to conscious con
trol. 
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Evidence for this possibility surfaced in an attempt to replicate 
Lykken's guilt lmowledge task(3). Fifteen male and five female subjects un
derwent interrogations based on items of personal information (~.B.' r n\'lliat 
is your mother's first name?"). The subjects were offered a monetar-.r reward 
to conceal their correct answers from an interrogator who would subsequently 
employ a PSE analysis of the subjects' vocal responses. The interrogator read 
out loud each item followed by six possible answers, and the subject repeated 
out loud all possible answers. 

Lykken reports evidence for this task using Galvanic Skin Response(GSR). 
He reports that the GSR provided significant detection of guilty knowledge 
items for 20 subjects out of 20 tested, even though subjects had been offered 
a monetary reward and were given extensive prior information on the interroga
tion. The PSE results from our experiment were in direct contrast: 19 sub
jects out of 20 successfully concealed their correct responses (first-choice 
calls for these subjects, and distribution of calls, was within the levels 
expected by chance). Although several interpretations are possible for this 
difference, one clear possibility is th~c subjects are able to voluntarily 
influence their vocal responses in a way in which they are unable to influence 
Galvanic Skin Response. 

The issue of conscious control is perhaps the most serious issue raised 
in this testimony, since it suggests a basic problem which applies to all 
voice lie detectors .and argues for a burden of proof on all persons who wish 
to sell voice-related devices for these purposes. Incredibly, none of the 
opponents of voice lie-detectors have raised this possibility, although the 
strong conscious influence on voice articulation would seem to make this an 
obvious issue of concern. 

There is nmv enough technical evidence to seriously question the PSE as 
a practical lie detection device. Problems of scoring subjectivity alone are 
sufficiently serious in the available literature to question any specific legal 
decisions, and in practice these scoring problems are compounded and multi
plied by the remaining deleterious effects. These technical problems, it 
should be noted, may also apply to the more recent Mark II and Hagoth Lie 
Detectors which were not tested in these experiments. 

The presence of problems in a new instrument is not surprising, and some 
of the problems described here for the PSE are typical for acoustical measures. 
What is surprising is the strength of these effects in a device sold for a 
process as delicate as lie detection. Detection of deception is an exacting 
application of stress analysis, and there are serious ethical and constitu
tional objections to the use of any form of detection of deception even if an 
instrument were available which was 100% accurate(12). The PSE, by contrast, 
fails to pass certain mirimal standards required of any assessment measure, 
and is employed by users who are in an inappropriate position to recognize 
its limitations. It seems incredible that this instrument is presently ap
plied in employment situations, where individuals do not have an opportunity 
to question the scientific quality of the decisions which may directly affect 
their employment. 
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AN EXPERIMENTAL COMPA.~ISON OF THE PSYCHOLOOICAL STRESS)~ f'NPSHhL PURS\U 

EVALUATOR AND THE GALVANIC SKIN RESPONSE 1\1,,- .... . .; 

IN DETECTION OF DECEPTION 

By 

Frank Horvath 
Michigan state University 

The Psychological stress Evaluator (PSE), which is asserted to be a 
voice-mediated lie detector, and the galvanic skin response (GSR), 
recorded with a standard field polygraph instrument, were used to 
detect nonrisk lies about numbered cards concealed by a sample of 
female (n = 30) and male (n = 30) colle3e students. Evaluation of 
response data was subjectively carried out by two trained evalua
tors; their interrater agreement was .38 for PSE analysis and .92 
for GSR evaluation. The hit rates obtained in PSE analysis were 
at chance levels and were not significantly affected by the sex of 
the subjects, simult'aneous use of both PSE (tape recording) and 
polygraph apparatus', repeated trials of testing, or evaluator dif
ferences. Evaluations based on GSR analysis generally exceede~ 
chance levels; however, hit rates was significantly (p (.05) higher 
in a first trial of testing than ill a second trial. These findings 
were consistent with previous research and do not indicate that the 
PSE is effective in detecting deception. 

The Psychological stress Evaluator (PSE) is a device that is said to be 
useful in detecting emotional stress in the voice. According to its manufac
turer, Dektor cr/s, rnc., the PSE detects inaudible and involuntary frequency 
modulations (FM) in the 8-12 Hz region. These frequency modulations, whose 
strength and pattern are inversely related to the degree of stress in a spe~ker, 
are believed to be a result of physiological tremor or microtremor (Lippold, 
1971) that accompanies voluntary contraction of the striated muscles involved 
in vocalization. During nonstressful periods the modulations are under con
trol of the central nervous system. As stress is imposed the autonomic ne~TOUS 
system gains dominance, resulting in a suppression of FM. This suppression, 
indicative of emotional stress, is displayed by the PSE as a characteristic 
blocked or rectangular wave form. 

The PSE processes voice frequencies, preserved on a normal tape recording, 
using electronic filtering and frequency discrimination techniques. The stress
related FM patterns, displayed on a moving strip of heat sensitive paper, can 

The author gratefully acknowledges the assistance of Earl W. James, H~~ard 
Timm, and Steven Bagnasco in the collection of the data, and the cooperatio~ 0: 
Alan Bell, Edward Kupec, and Gil Gray, all of Dektor crls. 

Requests for reprints should be sent to Frank Horvath, School of Criminal 
Justice, Michigan State University, East Lansing, Michigan 48824. 

This article is a reprint from the Journal ~App1ied Psychology, 1978, 
Vol. 63, No.3, pp. 338-344. Copyright 1978 by the American Psychological 
Association. Reprinted by permission. 
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be processed in four different modes of display (1-4) for either gross or more 
detailed analysis. And, because the recovery of the FM indicator spontaneously 
occurs \vith the removal of the stressing stimulus, stress in either narrative 
or monosyllabic speech can be evaluated (Dektor, Note 1). 

The PSE is primarily marketed as a voice-mediated lie detector, more ver
satile but no less effective than the traditional polygraph instrument (Dektor, 
Note 1). To date, that claim has been investigated in only two scientifically 
acceptable studies. The most recent of these was a study carried out by Bar
land (1975) to determine the validity of the polygraph and the PSE in detecting 
deception in suspects involved in actual criminal investigations. In brief, 
Barland found that the accuracy of each physiological measure recorded "lith the 
polygraph instrument exceeded chance levels, whereas the accuracy of the PSE 
did not. 

Barland's (1975) findings were essentially similar to those reported by 
Kubis (Note 2), who conducted an elaborate but laboratory-based study in
volving mock crime situations. Kubis found that the hit rate for the PSE 
was at chance levels, 33%; and the accuracy of judges who evaluated only the 
behavior of the subjects Undergoing testing surpassed that obtained vlith the 
PSE. Kubis also reported, however, that the accuracy of PSE analysis on ta:;:; 
recordings made without the simultaneous use of polygraphic apparatus was 53%, 
whereas accuracy was 19% in analysis of recordings of polygraphically moni
tored subjects. Kubis hypothesized that the physical discomfort produced by 
the polygraph's blood pressure cuff, actually an occluding plethysmograph, and 
the absence of stresses associated with the attachment of polygraph apparatus, 
produced clearer voice records and thus more accurate PSE evaluations. 

The purpose of the present study was to investigate the validity of the 
PSE in a "guilty-information" paradigm (Gustafson & Orne, 1964) ,and specifi
cally, within that context, to determine if, as Kubis (Note 2) hypothesized, 
the simultaneous use of polygraph and tape recording apparatus reduces the
effectiveness of PSE analysis. Moreover, because the physical discomfort of 
the polygraph's blood pressure cuff increases as a function of time (Yankee, 
1965), it was expected that the validity of the PSE would decrease in a second 
testing period immediat-ely followine a first. The galvanic skin response (GSR) 
was used as the physiological measure against which the accuracy of the PSE 
was compared. 

Method 

Subjects 

Sixty college students, 30 female and 30 male, were recruited for an ex
periment in lie detection from an introductory course in criminal justice. 
Upon volunteering, each student completed an informed consent form that briefly 
outlined the nature of the experiment and promised that each student would be 
awarded extra credit toward his course grade for his participation, contingent 
only upon maintaining a scheduled appointment and completing the task. 

The age range for the female subjects was from 18 to 21 years, vlith a mean 
age of 19.2 years; for the males the age range was from 18 to 31 years, ~~th a 
mean age of 19.9. None of the subjects had previously participated in a de
tection of deception experiment. 
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Procedure 

Twenty subjects, 10 female and 10 male, were randomly assigned to one of 
three conditions. Subjects assigned to the "tape only" condition ltiere tested 
using tape recording apparatus only. A Uher 4000 Report-IC monophonic tape 
recorder, operating at 7.5 in. per sec (ips), fresh l-mil polyester tape, and 
a Sony omnidirectional microphone, positioned in front of the subject, were 
used for recording. In the remaining two conditions, testing was carried out 
simultaneously using tape recording and polygraph apparatus. The polygraph 
was a standard'Stoelting field instrument, recording respiration, GSR, and 
cardiovascular activity. Respiration was recorded by a pneumatic tube posi
tioned on the abdomen near the level of the diaphragm, adjusted to provide a 
pen excursion of 1-3 cm. GSR was recorded from two stainless-steel electrodes, 
attached without electrolyte to the volar surfaces of the index and fourth 
fingers of subjects' left hand; in all cases GSR was recorded in the auto
matic centering mode; that mode employs a short-time constant measurement 
technique that eliminates information concerning response recovery time. Car
diovascular activity was recorded by an occlusive blood pressure cuff located 
on the upper part of subjects' right arm. The cuff was inflated to a pres
sure of about 90-rnm Hg to record cardiovascular activity in a manner consis
tent with standard field practice (Reid & Inbau, 1977). 

In the "tape without' cardio" condition, the polygraph's blood pressure 
cuff was attached to the subject but was not inflated; hence, for those sub
jects who \iere assigned to that condition no discomfort was produced by the 
cuff and no cardiovascular activity was recorded. Subjects who were assigned 
to the "tape and cardio" condition were tested with a fully operational poly
graph, recording the three physiological measures as previously described. 

Upon reporting for the experiment, each subject was met by an assist~~t 
who carried out the testing in a small, quiet, private office. The assistant 
initially conducted an interview lasting about 30 min during which he gathered 
brief background information, explained the nature of the testing apparatus, 
and the theory of detection of deception. To those ·subjects \iho were assigned 
to the two testing conditions in which the polygraph instrument was to be used, 
he gave a short demonstration of that apparatus. He then explained the testing 
procedure, and when assured that each subject understood the procedure, he 
operationalized the appropriate apparatus and carried out the testing. 

The testing procedure, which was identical for all subjects except for 
the apparatus used, consisted of presenting to each subject a deck of five 
numbered cards face down. The subject chose one of the cards, looked at the 
number on it, and then, out of view of the assistant, wrote the number and his 
name on a small slip of paper; he then placed both the card and the paper slip 
face down in front of him. At no time prior to the completion of the testing 
was the assistant aware of the card number a subject had chosen. 

The testing consisted of asldng the basic question "Did you pick card 
number ?" in two consecutive continuous trials. The subject was instructed 
to answerno to each card number during each trial and to ~it motionless ,'lith 
his eyes closed throughout the testing. In the first trial the card numbers 
were called in ascending sequence, preceded and followed by a buffer number, 
that is, a number lmown not to be in the deck. Immediately following the 
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second buffer item the subject was asked a pivotal question, "Is your first 
name ?", to which a yes response was required. A second trial was then 
conducted; in this trial the card numbers a.sked in the first trial were called 
in reverse order. During both trials, card numbers were called at about 20-
sec intervals. All subjects had advance knowledge that in the first trial card 
numbers were to be called in ascending sequence; in the second, decending. The 
numbers, however, weI"e not consecutive, and subjects were aware only of the 
number on their chosen card. 

Upon completion of the testing, the assistant noted on the polygraph charts, 
when appropriate, and on the tape recor~g an identification code number for 
each subject. Then, the polygraph charts were prepared for evaluation by cut
ting each subject's charts into two halves, one half consisting of Trial 1, 
one half of Trial 2; each half was then coded in such a manner that the two 
halves could not be matched without knowledge of the coding scheme. 

From the tape recordings, PSE charts were made by charting each subject's 
no responses to the card options separately for Trial 1 and Trial 2. The 
charts for each trial were then coded in a manner to prevent matching. All 
PSE charts were made on a PSE-10l in Mode 3 at a constant speed reduction of 
4:1; that is, PSE charts were produced by playing back subjects' verbal responses 
at 1 7/8 ips. 

Two trained and experienced field polygraph examiners, both also having 
been trained in the use of the PSE by the manufacturer, independently and sub
jectively evaluated the PSE and the polygraph charts in a blind manner. In 
the evaluation of the PSE charts, each of the five possible options in each 
trial was ranked from 1 to 5, 1 being assigned to the option believed to be 
the chosen card, that is, the response indicating the greatest stress (least 
FM) according to criteria taught by the manufacturer, and 5 being assigned to 
the "option indicating the least stress. The polygraph charts were ranked in 
a manner identical to that carried out on the PSE charts, except that in this 
case each recorded physiological measUre vlaS separately ranked. Although only 
the GSR rankings were analyzed, it is necessary to point out that those rarikll1gs 
were not necessarily independent of other polygraphically recorded data. Be
cause of such possible contamination, GSR responses were also objectively 
scored. An assistant, without any prior knowledge of the experiment, ranked 
each GSR response in each trial for each subject by assigning a rank of 1 to 
the response attaining the greatest millimeters of amplitude in the period 
starting with stimulus onset to 15 sec following stimulus offset. The res
ponse with the second greatest amplitude was assigned a rank of 2 and so forth; 
in the case of ties, mean ranks were assigned. 

The rank assigned by each evaluator to the card option actually chosen 
by each subject was determined. If the chosen card was assigned a rrulk of 1, 
it was considered a correct detection, while if it was more than 1 it was 
considered as incorrect. Thus, each evaluator's rank on the card actually 
chosen by each subject was dichotomously scored, a 1 being assigned to a cor
rect detection, a 0 to an incorrect detection. Unless specified otherwise, 
statistical analysis was carried out by subjected evaluators' dichotomous 
scores to a four-way analysis of variance with repeated measures. The four 
factors were testing condition (tape, tape without cardio, tape and cardio); 
sex (female, male); trials (1 and 2); and evaluators (A and B). The latter 
two factors were treated as repeated measures. All statistical testing em
ployed a .05 rejection region. 
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Results 

PSE Analysis 

The major findings pertaining to the PSE analysis .for each evaluator 
are shown in Table 1, which displays, by testing condition, the mean ranks 
to subjects' chosen cards (critical items) and the number of corrt~u detec
tions in each trial; smaller mean ranks indicate greater efficiency :in det8c, 
tiona 

Each evaluator made 60 calls in each of two trials, each trial being in
dependently considered. Application of the decision rule previously speci
fied and disregard for the sex of the subjects and the testing conditions 
showed that evaluators averaged 24.2% correct calls in Trial 1; in T~ial 2 
20.8% of the calls were correct. The difference between trials was not sig
nificant, F(l, 54) = 2.5, p> .10; nor ~'lere either of the evaluators' overall 
hit rates in either trial significantly greater than chance expectancy of 
20% (using the chi-square technique). Interevaluator agreement, determined 
separately for each trial by calculating Pearson's r on the ranks assigned 
by evaluators to the subjects' chosen cards, was .31 and .45 for Trial one 
and Trial two, in order. The difference in the detection rates between con
ditions was not significant, F(2, 54) = 1.79, p) .10, and there were no signi
ficant effects associated with sex or evaluators. Moreover, as indicated in 
Table 1, a binomial test of each evaluator's detection rate within testing 
conditions showed that those rates were not generally above chance levels. 
Similarly, analysis of variance carried out on evaluators' ranks to critical 
items failed to disclose any significant effects for testing conditions, 
F(2, 54) = .35, p) .10; trials, F(l, 54) = .96, p) .10; or for any of the 
other factors. 

GSR Analysis 

Physiological data recorded by polygraph were available, of course, in 
only two testing conditions; only the findings pertaining to evaluation of GSR 
are reported here. To determine whether evaluators' subjective judgements 
of GSR responses were influenced by their inspection of other polygraphically 
recorded data, evaluators' ranks on subjects! chosen cards were correlated 
with those assigned by objective measurement. Pearson's r, averaged for the 
two evaluators, was .76 in Trial 1 and .65 in Trial 2. Hmv-ever, chi-square 
tests did not reveal any significant differences in the detection rates ob
tained by objective or subjective methods. Hence, because those two methods 
yielded similar results and because PSE responses were not objectively scored, 
only the results pertaining to subjective evaluation of GSR will be :r:eported. 

Each evaluator made 40 calls in each of two trials, each trial being 
independently considered. There was high interevaluator agreement in r~~ 
responses to the chosen cards, Pearson's r being .92 for both Trial 1 and 
Trial 2. To faciliate comparison to the PSE findings, Table 2 shm'ls each 
evaluator's mean rank to chosen cards and number of correct detections in 
each testing condition and in each trial. In all but the "tape and cardio" 
condition in the second trial, each evaluator's detection rate \v-as signifi
cantly greater than chance expectation (binomial). 
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THE RELIABILITY OF POLYGRAPH EXAMINER DIAGNOSIS OF TRUTH AND DECEPTION 

By 

Frank S. Horvath and John E. Reid 

Frank S. Horvath is a graduate of Michigan State University with 
a B.S. Degree in Police Administration. In 1964 following his 
graduation he pursued the Study of Scientific Polygraph testing 
at John E. Reid and Associates and became Chief Examiner in 1970. 
He is licensed as a polygraph examiner in the State of Illinois 
and is a Charter Member of the American Polygraph Association. 

John E. Reid, LLB, DePaul University, Director of John E. Reid 
and Associates, has made a number of noteworthy contributions to 
the polygraph field. He is co-author with Professor Fred E. In
bau of Northwestern University Law School of Truth! Deception, 
The Polygraph (Lie-Detector) Technique and Criminal Interrogation 
and Confessions 2nd Edition. This is his fourth article to ap-

,pear in the journal. His previous ones were "Simulated Blood 
Pressure Responses in Lie Detector Tests and a Method for Their 
Detection," "A Revised Questioning Technique in Lie-Detector Tests" 
and "Behavior Symptoms of Lie Detector Subjects." 

This study was conducted to determine if Polygraph examiners, working 
independent ly of each other, are able to success fully diagnose deception 
sole ly from an analysis of Polygraph records. Previous studies dealing 
with this problem have indicated that Polygraph examiners can reliably de
termine truth or deception from the records alone, but none of them were 
conducted in real-life testing situations. Davidson (1968) for example, 
found that by motivating students involved in an experimental crime he 
could correctly identify all of the innocent and 92% of the guilty sub
jects with the use of the Polygraph.[l) Lykken (1959) in a prior experi
ment, also using students as subjects, reached substantially the same con
clusion; he identified all of the innocent and 93.9% of the guilty sub
jects. [2] Neither of these studies, however, was conducted by or with 
practicing Polygraph examiners, nor did they rely upon an analysis of 
Polygraph records obtained in actual invest igat ions. Consequent 1y, the 
studies have little value in assessing the reliability of Polygraph exami
ner diagnosis in real-life situations. 

Kubis (1962) carried out an elaborate research program for the Air 
Force Systems Command of the United States Air Force. Although he used a 
simulated test ~ituation for the experiments, his examiners were trained 
~ersonnel. He reported that they were able to obtain significant accuracy 
in identifying the thief, the lookout, and the innocent suspect. He con
cluded that there was sufficient validity in these experiments to warrant 
confidence in the lie-detecting procedure as an aid to interrogation pro
cesses. [3] . 

This article first appeared in the Journal of Criminal Law, Crimino
logy and Police S'cience 62(2)(1971): 276-281. Reprinted through the cour
tesy of the Journal. 
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Ordinarily, in actual Polygraph testing, the examiner uses a complete 
diagnostic technique to determine deception. He takes into account de
tailed background information regarding the subject and the investigation; 
he has the benefit of actually conversing with the subject and observing 
the subject's attitude and behavior symptoms. In addition, he prepares 
and reviews the general comprehens ion of the ques t ions. Since all of 
these auxiliary sources of information may be factors in arr1v1ng at a 
truth-deception diagnosis, the present study eliminated t~em and concen
trated on Polygraph record analysis only. 

In this study ten Polygraph examiners on the staff of John E. Reid 
and Associates agreed to analyze a number of Polygraph records indepen
dent ly and without the benefit of any information beyond the Polygraph 
records themselves. Seven of th~ examiners had been engaged in Polygraph 
testing more than one year; the remaining three were relatively inexper
ienced; they had been engaged in Polygraph testing from four to six months 
and were still participating in an internship training program. 

The Polygraph records submitted to the examiners for analysis were 
obtained from twenty-five case investigations originally conducted by one 
of the authors (Horvath). The cases were typical of the types usually 
presented to private Polygraph examiners: theft, sexual misconduct, sabo
tage, bribery and criminal damage to property. Subsequent to the Poly
graph examination each of the selected cases had been solved by a fully 
corroborated confession of the guilty subject. In these twenty-five 
cases, seventy-five subjects had been tested originally, but the Polygraph 
records of only forty of them were selected for the use in this study for 
the following reason: the polygraph records which were dramatically indi
cative of truth or deception were eliminated from those submitted to the 
examiners because they did not require any exceptional skill to interpret. 
In other words, the evidence of truth and deception would be very obvious 
to any trained Polygraph examiner. 

Twenty of the forty sets of Polygraph records chosen by the writer 
for this study were verified as those obtained from guilty subjects, and 
twenty test records were obtained from verified innocent subjects. The 
records contained one hundred and sixty-four (164) relevant questions 
which were submitted to the examiners; eighty-one (81) of these questions 
were verified as having been answered untruthfully during the examina
tion~; eighty-three (83) of the questions were proven to be answered 
truthfully. 

The recording instrument used 1n conducting the original Polygraph 
examinations was a five-channel Reid Polygraph which recorded thoracic 
respiration, abdominal respiration, blood pressure-pulse rate, muscular 
movements and pressures, and galvanic skin response (GSR). No attempt was 
made to determine which recording channel or channels the examiners relied 
upon in arriving at their decisions of truth and deception. 

The subjects in each case had been given Polygraph examinations ac
cording to standard Reid Control Question Technique. [4] Essentially this 
technique consists of a pre-test interview and Polygraph testing. During 
the interview the examiner explains to the subject the purpose of the test 
and the nature of the instrument. It is at this time that the examiner 
seeks to condition the subject for the test and to formulate and review 
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with him the actual test questions. In the pre-test interview the exami
ner objectively notes the subject's behavior symptoms such as how he acts . , 
looks, and talks and attempts to make an evaluat10n of these observations 
in terms of truth or deception. No attempt is made at this time to inter
rogate the subject with a view to obtaining a confession. At the conclu
sion of the interview, which lasts about twenty minutes, the examiner pro
ceeds with the Polygraph testing., 

The Polygraph testing consists of the asking of relevant, irrelevant 
and control questions during a number of separate tests. The questions in 
the 3, 5, 8, 9 and 10 positions are relevant and relate to the matter 
under investigation, such as, in a murder case, "Did you kill John Jones?" 
and "Did you shoot John Jones with a .38 caliber revolver?" The questions 
in the 1, 2, 4 and 7 positions are irrelevant to the issue being investi
gated; they deal with such matters as, "Do they call you Joe?", "Are you 
over 21 years of age?", etc. These irrelevant questions are asked for the 
purpose of establishing the subject's normal pattern of responsiveness. 
The remaining two questions are control questions. They are placed in the 
6 and 11 positions. A control question is one which is unrelated to the 
matter under investigation, but is of a similar, though less serious na
ture and one to which the subject will, in all probability, lie; or at 
least his answer will give him some concern with respect to either its 
truthfulness or its accuracy. For instance, in a burglary investigation 
the control question might be, "Did you ever steal anything?" or "Except 
for what you have already told me, did you ever steal anything else?" The 
response or lack of response to the control question (in respiration, 
blood pressure-pulse rate, or GSR) is then compared with what appears in 
the tracings when the subject is asked the questions relevant to the issue 
under investigation. If the subject responds to a greater degree and with 
more consistency during the test series to the control questions than to 
the relevant questions, he is considered to be telling the truth regarding 
those relevant questions. On the other hand, if the subject responds more 
to the relevant questions than to the control questions, it is suggestive 
of lying regarding the relevant questions.{5] 

In about 25 percent of Polygraph cases truth or deception may be so 
clearly disclosed by the nature of the responses to relevant or control 
questions that the examiner will be able to point them out to any non-ex
pert and satisfy him of their significance. All records of this category 
were eliminated from use in this study because they do not constitute a 
serious test of an examiner's expertise in chart interpretation. In 
roughly 10 percent of the Polygraph cases the records will be uninterpre
table by even the most skilled examiner. In about 65 percent of the 
cases, however, the responses or lack of responses, to the control ques
tions and relevant questions are sufficiently subtle in appearance and 
significance so ·that only a highly skilled and well-trained examiner will 
be able to interpret them for truth and deception. All of the Polygraph 
records given to the examiners in this study could be classified as be
longing to this category. 

The ex~miners were unfamiliar with either the cases or the Polygraph 
records which they were called upon to analyze. They were not allowed to 
discuss the project amongst themselves until all had completed it. They 
were not given ariy of the actual test questions used in the original in
vestigations, but because of their familiarity with the technique, each 
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examiner knew the placement of the irrelevant, relevant, and control ques
tions by their respective numbers as recorded on the records. 

The examiners were told on an individual basis that they would be al
lowed one full working day to analyze the forty sets of Polygraph records. 
They were instructed to detect the guilty subject, if any, in each inves
tigation and also to "clear" each innocent subject. In addition to this, 
they were instructed to diagnose truth or deception on eacq relevant ques
tion asked of all forty subjects. They were admonished not to report any 
subject as totally inconclusive, but if they found in analyzing any parti
cular question reaction that they could not decide truth or deception, 
they were allowed to report that particular question as doubtful or incon
clusive. The reason for this conclusion was that in any given Polygraph 
examination some of the relevant questions may carry more "emotional 
weight" than others, even though they all re late to the same inves t iga
tion. This is especially true in the instance where a guilty person is 
tested. Often he will respond to a greater degree to a question regarding 
whether or not he himself committed the offense than he will to a question 
about whether or not he knows who committed the offense, even though he is 
lying to both questions asked. The more direct and more emotionally 
weighted question such as, "Did you shoot John Jones?" sometimes may "mask 
out" or otherwise "dampen" the response on the indirect or less emotional
ly weighted questions, such as, "Do you know who did shoot John Jones?" 

Prior to being given tJIe Polygraph records, the examiners were told 
that all subjects were verified as guilty or innocent, but they were not 
told the number of subjects in each category. More significant ly, they 
were not told whether the Polygraph records of the actual perpetrator were 
included in each of the cases submitted to them for diagnosis. The exami
ners were given only basic factual infodnation from each of the twenty
five cases, together with the selected Polygraph records. 

The following information, chosen from one of the cases used in this 
study, is illustrative of the amount and the type of infor.mation presented 
to the project examiners: 

"An electric motor was sabotaged at a large midwestern rubber com
?any. It was suspected that one of the company's employees had inserted 
some knife blades (which were used at the company) into the armature of 
the motor when it was not running. When it was turned on, the blades 
caused the motor to "blow up" and produced extensive damage to the sur
rounding area and almost seriously injured several employees." 

The examiners were not told that fourteen employees were given Poly
graph examinations before the guilty person was detected in the original 
investigation. They were supplied with only the brief factual information 
given above and with the Polygraph records of six of the original fourteen 
subjects. The six sets of records they were given were those se lected 
fro~ the fourteen as best fitting into the category which requires special 
skill to interpt;"et. The remaining eight sets of Polygraph records were 
not given to the examiners. The Polygraph records of the actual perpetra
tor of this sabotage were not included in the six sets of records given to 
the examiners for analysis; this fact, however, was withheld from the ex
aminers. 
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Results 

Overall Innocent-Guilty Case Judgments. The ten examiners achieved 
an average 87.75 percent accuracy in solving the cases, i.~., in correctly 
detecting the guilty subjects and correctly identifying the innocent sub
jects. As can be seen from Table 1, however, there was a significant dif
ference between the experienced and the inexperienced examiners. The 
experienced examiners were successful in 91.4 percent of their diagnoses; 
the inexperienced in only 79.1 percent. 

TABLE 1 
DISTRIBUnON OJ' INNOCENT-Gun:rY ]UDC3a.NTS now EVAI.UATING POLYGlI.APB RECORDS BY EXAlllNEJI.S 

Acblalq woceot (20) Actually Gullty (20) 
Perceat Correct 

Jlldpluts 
"l.nDoccntU "Guilty" ''InDOCc:nt'' "Guilty" 

Experienced examiners 
1 19 1 0 20 97.5% 
2 18 2 0 20 95.0% 
3 19 1 2 18 92.5% 
4 19 1 2 18 92.5% 
5 18 2 2 18 90.0% 
6 20 0 5 15 87.5% 
7 18 2 4 16 85.0% 

- - - -
Sub-total 131 9 15 125 91.4% 

Inexperienced examiners-
8 19 1 3 17 90.0% 
9 16 4 8 12 70.0% 

10 15 5 4 16 77.5% 
- - - -

Sub-total SO 10 15 45 79.19% 
Total 181 19 30 170 87.75% 

• Less than six months experience. 

It should also be noted that the more experienced examiners were 
quite consistent with each other. Their accuracy scores ranged from a low 
of 85 percent to a high of 97.5 percent, with five of the seven in this 
group achieving a 90 percent accuracy or higher. Only one of the three 
inexperienced examiners achieved the 90 percent accuracy level. The re
maining two achieved only a 70 percent and a 77.5 percent score, respec
tive ly. 

The results also seem to support the belief of most Polygraph exami
ners that their ~rrors generally favor the guilty subject, i.e., that an 
examiner is more inclined to report a guilty subject innocent -than he is 
to report an innocent subject guilty. 

There was a total of 400 innocent-guilty judgements to be made by the 
examiners; that is, each of the ten examiners was called upon to judge 
each of the forty subjects either guilty or innocent. One-half of the 
judgements were to be made on verified innocent subjects and one-half were 
to be made on verified guilty subjects; therefore, there were 200 judge
ments in each category. 
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Over the 200 judgements of the twenty verified innocent subjects, 
nineteen (9.5) were erroneously judged "guilty" by the examiners; of the 
200 judgements of the twenty verified guilty subjects, thirty (15 percent) 
were erroneously judged innocent. In analyzing this further, it should be 
noted that for the seven experienced examiners only nine out of 140 (6.4 
percent) judgements on the twenty innocent subjects were errors, while 
among inexperienced examiners, 16.6 percent of their judgements on veri
fied innocent subjects were errors. For verified guilty subjects, 10.8 
percent of the experienced examiner judgements were "i~nocent" errors, 
whi Ie 25.0 percent of the inexperienced examiner judgements were "inno
cent" errors. 

Individual Relevant Question by Question Analysis 

Table 2 summarizes the data for each examiner's performance in cor
rectly interpreting the 164 relevant questions for truth and deception. 

Nine of the ten examiners achieved at least a 77.5 percent accuracy 
rating on the question by question analysis and six of the ten achieved 
better than 83 percent. Although the experienced examiners again signifi
cantly higher than the inexperienced, both groups combined had only an 
overall error of 20.7 percent. This figure, however, is somewhat mis
leading, because it includes as errors those relevant questions which the 
examiners reported as inconclusive or on which they were unable to make 
any diagnosis. This error was usually made by examiners when they ana
lyzed the Polygraph records of a guilty subject and correctly interpreted 
the more direct relevant questions, but were unable to interpret an in
direct relevant question due to the "masking out" effect described above. 
If these inconclusive questions errors are eliminated, examiners actually 
made only an 11 percent error; that is, they judged only 11 percent of the 
relevant questions opposite their verification, thus achieving an overall 
89 percent accuracy rating. 

To further illustrate the results of the question analysis, Table 3 
indicates how accurately each examiner interpreted the Polygraph records 
of one of the six subjects in the previously described sabotage case. 

The relevant questions asked' of all subjects in this case were as 
follows: Question IF 3, "Did you inset two mill knife blades into the 
armature of that motor?"; Question iF 8, "Did you cause that damage to the 
mill motor?"; Question # 9, "Do you know who put those knife blades in the 
mill motor?" There was no question asked in tHO position. The irrelevant 
and control questions were placed according to the format previous ly ex
plained. 

The subject (used as an example in the table) was asked the four re
levant qeustions. Since it had been verified that his answers were truth
ful to all questions, his records should have been analyzed by the exami
ners as being those of an "innocent" subject and as consisting of four 
truthful relevant question responses. Only examiners 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, and 9 
judged the subject in this manner. Examiners' 7, 8 and 10 judged this sub
ject as "guilty" and the four relevant question reactions as "lies." Exa
miner 5 judged this subject as innocent by finding him telling the truth 
to Questions # 3, # 5 and # 8, but recorded him as inconclusive on Ques
tion # 9. (knowledge question) This was recorded as an error. 
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TABLE 2 
Dxsl1UBunoN 01' 1'lr.UE-LtE JUDGlaaNTS 01' EXAYlNEE RESPONSES TO 1M QuEsnONS BY Ex.unm:lIs 

Actually True R .. ponse Actually Lie R .. ponM 
(&3 true r .. pon,.,) (8llie r .. poases) Percent 

E.a.miaer Jud&ment Correct 

·errue" "1" "Lie" '7rueu "1" 'tt.ic·' 
Judgmeats 

Experience" ",.aminers 
1 79 0 4 0 1 80 96.6% 
2 74 0 9 3 0 78 92.7% 
3 i7 0 6 14 0 67 87.6% 
4 75 3 S 8 7 66 86.0% 
S M 18 1 7 11 63 77.5% 
6 60 0 23 0 0 81 86.0% 
7 65 11 7 14 5 62 77.5% 

- - - - - -
Sub-total 494 32 55 46 24 497 86.2% 

Inexperienced examiners" 
8 71 4 8 12 13 S6 77.5% 
9 60 15 8 24 11 46 M.6% 

10 61 13 9 19 2 60 83.8% 
- - - - - -

Sub-total 192 32 25 S5 26 162 75.0% 
Total 686 M 80 101 50 659 79.3% 

- Examiners with less than six months experience. 

TABLE 3 

EXAlIDo"Elt JUDGllENTS 01' 'IRE REsPONSES OF ONE INNOCENT AND fiUTHl'lJL SUlI)'ECT TO FoUlt REU:VAN'f 

QUESTIONS 

:Relevant Question Number 
Overall 

Judgmeal 
n _S IS .9 

Experienced examiners 
1 Truthful Truthful Truthful Truthful Innocent 
2 Truthful Truthful TruthIul Truthful Innocent 
3 Truthful Truthful TruthIul Truthful Innocent 
4 Truthful Truthful Truthful Truthful Innocent 
S Truthful Truthful TruthIul Inconclusive Innocent, but 

gUl1ty 
knowledge 

6 Truthful TruthIul Truthful Truthful Innocent 
7 Not truthIul Nnt truthIul Not truthIul Not truthful Guilty 

In~xperienced examiners-
8 Not truthIul Not truthIul Not truthful Not truthful Guilty 
9 Truthful Truthful Truthful Truthful Innocent 

10 . Not truthIul Not truthIul Not truthIul Not truthful Guilty 

- Examiners with less than six months experience. 
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an overall er;ror of 20.7 percent. This figure, bow
ever, is somewhat misleading, because it includes 
as errors those relevant questions which the exami-
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Discussion 

These data clearly support the claim of Polygraph examiners that they 
can reliably diagnose truth and deception or detect the guilty and iden
tify the innocent solely from an analysis of Polygraph records. In actual 
practice, of course, a Polygraph examiner has the benefit of all the de
tailed factual information in the case beforehand, as well as the behavior 
symptoms of the subject at the time of the test and moreover in many case 
situations he has the full complement of Polygraph records of all the sub
jects in the case before he issues an opinion as to whether the subject is 
truthful or not. In actual testing situations the examiner places the 
utmost reliance upon resonses or lack of responses on Polygraph records, 
but he is afforded the additional opportunity to evalu~te the attitude of 
the subject and to make allowances for a resentful or angry attitude, a 
condition which could cause an error in interpretation of Polygraph re
cords. An opportunity to observe the subject and evaluate his attitude 
toward the test would allow an examiner to diagnose truth and deception 
Qore reliably than the examiners in this study. 

If the examiner had been given all of the Polygraph records in each 
case and were aware of the fact that one of the subjects must be guilty, 
the accuracy ratings for both experienced and inexperienced examiners 
would have been greatly improved. This would have allowed for the exami
ners to compare the Polygraph records of one subject with those of another 
subject in the same investigation. 

Although the results of the present study attest to the reliability 
of Polygrpah examiner's ability to diagnose truth and decepiton, they also 
attest to the value of practical experience in qualifying examiners as ex
perts. The accuracy of the experienced examiners was significantly better 
than that of the inexperienced examiners. This was probably due to the 
fact that the experienced examiners had more practical knowledge of the 
1 imitat ions of the Polygraph technique in that both groups of examiners 
had been taught the "theory" of the technique in the same manner. The 
examiners with the most experienced were more able to apply consistently 
the fine points of the theory, which assisted them in diagnosing truth and 
deception with greater accuracy. 
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Calif ornia 

F 
The examiner conducted both examinations and testified that the 

" defendant was telling the truth when he denied having sexual relations with 
the plaintiff during the 1971 period, and that the plaintiff was deceptive 
when she claimed that they did have intercourse, and was also deceptive when 
she claimed that she did not have intercourse with other men during that 
period. 

The plaintiff then objected to the admissibility of the testimony, 
but was overruled. The Judge decided that the defendant was not the :father 
of the child, and said that in the main his finding was based on the result::; 
of the pOLygraph tests. 

People ;y:. Olmas, Juvenile Division, San Joaquin County Superior Court (1974) 

Two juvenile defendants were charged with rape, robbery and kid
napping. 

During the course' of the trial the judge, over the objection o£ the 
prosecution, admitted into evidence the results o.r the polygraph ex.am:ina
tions of the two defendants given by an ex8.miner- employed by the San ';rooq,uin 
County Public Defenders Office. 

" 
The court asked the examiner if a polygraph examination had been given 

to the victim. The prosecution interrupted and said she had been given a 
test, but the examiner said no, that she had been given only a P.S.E. test, 
and the prosecution said that was true and claimed that they did not have 
time to give her a polygraph test. The court said the P.S.E. was not a 
polygraph and ordered that the victim be given a pOLygraph examination •. An 
examiner selected by the prosecutor's office gave her an examination and 
testified that she was truthful on one chart and the results of the second 
chart were inconclusive. The court then dismissed all charges. 
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Opinion ,g£ ~ Attorney General .2f. Alabama, October 23, 1973 

In reply to a request of the State Board of Polygraph Examiners, 
the Attorney General of Alabama ruled on the use of a Dektor Psychological 
Stress Evaluator. .,. - . ,. 

The Attorney General ruled that a person administering an examination 
with the Dektor Psychological stress Evaluator falls within the licensing 
requirement act j but also ruled that "Since the Dektor PSE-l does not re
cord cardiovascular or respiratory patterns, it does not meet th~ mi.n:imurn 
instrumentation requirement~. Section 6(6) of the Polygraph Examiners Act 
makes it unlawfUl to administer Polygraph Examinations utilizing any de
vice or ins~r1lIDentation which d.ges I}o:t. c~p~y with Sectioll 3 of the act." 
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Paz y. ~oard !!!.. Polygr~ Examin~!~, 371 So.2d 415 (1979) 

Appellant, Ralph Barletta Paz, was denied a license by the Mississippi 
Board cf Polygraph Examiners because he was a PSE operator, and Lot a poly
graph examiner.-' 

. .> 

In the Circuit Court of Jackson County Paz sought to have part. of the 
licensing statute struck as unccnstitutionally vague, arbitrary, and discrimi
natory. The Court stated that the statute, Mississippi Code 1972, sections 
73":;'9-5, is not unconstitutionally vague, arbitrary, or discriminatory on its 
face or in its application. The Court affirmed the order of the Board of 
Polygraph Examiners in denying a license to appellant Paz. 

The Supreme Ccurt of Mississippi considered the appeal of Paz from the 
order of the Board cf Polygraph Examiners wrach denied him a license. The 
Supreme Court of Mississippi held that the order of the Circuit Court of 
Jackson County was without error, and ordered the adjudgment of that court 
affirmed. 
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State ::!.. Jenkins, Eighth Judicial court (1976) 

lRECEB"EO 

JAN 2 21985 
FIRE MiiRSHAl BUREAU 

Defendant was charged with murder, and tried before a jury. The de
fense rested upon a confession, elicited under hypnosis, in which the de
fendant admitted that he strangled the victim, but said he was forced to do 
so by one of four Indians who had allegedly forced their way into his vehi
cle. 

The defense had a tape of the confession and had it analyzed by a 
Psychological stress Evaluator operator, who concluded that the statement 
about the Indians was true. Based upon the confession and the P.S.E. con
clusion, the defense stipulated to a polygraph examination, following the 
rules established in state v. Stanislawski, 62 Wisc.2d 730, 216 N.W.2d 8 
(1974). -

The Court examined the polygraph examiner's qualifications, and per
ri'itted him to testify. He testified that -the polygraph records indicated 
that the defendant' 5 statements about the Indians forcing him to commit the 
murder were untrue. There was no other evidence to impeach the statement 
of the defendant. -

The evidence was admitted. The jury found the defendant guilty of 
murder in the first degree. 
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The Supreme Court's oplnlon clearly es tablishes thaEIRthMA~A.bf8UREAU 

the PSE alone to detect deception is illegal in Illinois. This also 
applies to the voice analyzer and any other instrument which does not 
permanently and simultaneously record the subject's cardiovascular and 
respiratory patterns. The decision also approves the procedure for -
training, examining for competency and licensing new examiners. 

It is also important to note that the Supreme Court has found 
that the licensing law is necessary for the protection of the public 
health. safety and welfare. This should be brought to the at tent ion 
of the Select Joint Committee on Regulatory Agency Reform which re
cently held hearings on Sunset Legislation regarding the Detection of 
Deception Examiners Act. The central issue on Sunset Legis lat ion is 
whether or not the licensing laws are really needed to protect the 
publ ic. and th~ Supreme Court's decision clearly holds that such a 
need exists here. 

The Supreme Court did not address the questions of standing to 
maintain the suit, adequacy of a remedy at law, vagueness and over
breadth of Section 1 ·of the Act and the standards for the competency 
examination required by Section 11 ,of the -Act, but remanded them to 
the Appellate Court for further consideration",:" However, I do not--oe~ 
lieve there is any real danger that the Appellate Court will find 
against us on those issues. If the Appellate Court had found any 
merit in the defendant's arguments with respect to those issues, it 
would have ruled on them the first time around. Also, if the Supreme 
Court had been impressed by them, it would have said so and brought 

" this litigation to an end. Further, the trial court had carefully 
considered and rejected each of the defendant's arguments and the Su
preme Court. took note thereof in stating: "The circuit court, in a 
cogent and exhaustive memorandum opinion, disagreed with the defendant 
and on February 8, .1978, denied that mot ion to dismiss as well as a 
subsequent mot ion to dismiss the defendant had filed. II 

The complete Text of the Opinion is as follows: 

Illinois Polygraph Society ~~., Appellants v. Anthony 
Appellee. Docket No. 52905, Agenda 29, September 1980. 
record on 1 December 1980. 

Pellicano, 
Entered on 

"Mr. Justice Clark delivered the opinion of the' court: 

"The plaint iffs, Illinois Polygraph Society, an Illinois not-
for-profit corporation, Carl S. Klump, and Richard Needham, brought an 
injunctive action in the circuit court of Cook County. The plaintiffs 
sought to enjoin the defendant, Anthony Pellicano, from administering 
detection-of-deception examinations or from holding himself out as a 
detection-of-decept ion examiner since the defendant was not licensed 
under "An Act to provide for licensing and regulating detection of de
ception examiners ***" (the Act)(Ill. Rev. Stat. 1975, ch. 38, par. 
202-1 et seq., now Ill. Rev. Stat. 1979, ch. 111, par. 2401 et seq.) 
The defendant filed a motion to dismiss the complaint, alleging~at 
the Act is unconstitutional and that the plaintiffs lacked standing to 
sue. After a hearing the circuit court denied the motion and certi
fied that there was no just reason to delay an appeal from its order. 
The appellate court reversed, deciding that section 3 of the Act (Ill. 
Rev. Stat. 1975, ch. 38, par. 202-3, now Ill. Rev. 
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Stat. 1979, ch. Ill, par. 2403) is special legislation in violation of 
article IV, section 13, of the 1970 Illinois Constitution. (78 Ill. 
App. 3d 340). We allowed the plaint iffs' pet it ion for leave to ap
peal. (73 Ill. 2d R. 315). We reverse. 

'~rom our review of the record, the briefs, and appendices of the 
part ies and the amicus curiae brie f of the At torney Genera 1, the fol
lowing facts emerge. 

"The defendant uses a device known as a psychological stress e
valuator (PSE) in conduct ing detect ion-of-decept ion examinat ions. A 
PSE is an instrument which detects, measures and graphically displays 
certain stress-related components of the human voice. (A. Hoenssens & 
F. Inbau, Scientific Evidence in Criminal Cases 638 [2d ed. 1978}.) A 
PSE records microtremors or what the manufacturer of one brand calls 
"guilt-revealing sound variat ions" in a person's voice which, ac
cordin~ to its proponents, enable an examiner to discern the stress a 
person is under. From that data, an examiner is purportedly able to 
tell whether a person is telling the truth. 

"The allegations ir/--the complaint, whi..:11-- -must be taken as I!rt.-e 
(Collier v. Wagner Castings Co.(980), 81 Ill. .2d 229, 232), shm." 

that the plaint iff, Illinois Polygraph Society, 1S a not-for-profi t 
corporation whose membership consists of detect ion-of-decept ion exam
iners licensed by the Department of Regist rat ion and Educat ion (De
partment). The individual plaintiffs, Carl S. Klump and Richard S • 
Needham, are licensed, practicing detection-of-deception examiners. 
They are also members of the plaintiff Society. The defendant pre
sently conducts examinations using the PSE. He has not applied for, 
and does not possess a license as a deception-detection examiner as 
required by the Act (Ill. Rev. Stat. 1975, ch. 38, par. 202-4, now 
Ill. Rev. Stat. 1979, ch. 111, par. 2404). Nor does the defendant 
possess an internship license as provided for under the Act (Ill. Rev. 
Stat. 1975, ch. 38, par. 202-12, now Ill. Rev. Stat. 1979, ch. 111, 
par. 2413). Further, the complaint alleges that the plaintiffs' and 
the public's rights are being infringed by defendant's failure to com
ply with the Act. Also, it is alleged that the governmental officers 
-charged with enforcing the Act have failed to do so against the defen
dant, leaving the plaintiffs to suffer irreparable harm without an 
adequate remedy at law. 

"The defendant's mot ion to dismiss the complaint alleged that: 
(1) the plaintiffs' lacked standing to maintain this suit because (a) 
no property right in a license was established, (b) only the Director 
of Registration and Education may enjoin violations under the Act; and 
(d the plaint iffs have an adequate remedy at law; (2) sect ion - 1 of 
the Act (Ill. Rev. Stat. 1975, ch. 38, par. 202-1, now Ill. Rev. Stat. 
1979, ch. Ill, par 2401), defining "Detect ion of Decept ion Examiner" 
is impermissibly vague and thus violates due process; (3) the same 
section is overbroad and therefore unconstitutional; (4) section 11 of 
the Act (Ill. Rev. Stat. 1975, ch. 38, par. 202-11, now Ill. Rev. 
Stat. 1979, ch. 111, par. 2412), permitting an examiner committee to 
conduct examinat ions without also prescribing standards, is uncons t i
tutional; and (5) lithe Statute" violates the special legislation pro
vision of the Illinois Constitution (Ill. Const. 1970, art. IV, sec. 
13) in that it confers special privileges upon licensed examiners 
granting them an arbitrary and exclusive right to determine who may be 



licensed under the Act. Also, sincer.e-ction 1 requilces t:hat an intern 
be examined for a license ,,,ithout re:g;.ti_'l.' l;.1g the eX3fl1ii.ner tc con.duct an 
examination, it grants <1 Ilmonopol ilS.ti.:: sp.(~cial privilege" to exami
ners" 

"The circuit court, 
inion, disagreed with the 
that motion to dismiss as 
defendant had filed. 

in a coge-:p.t "F.,:;:d exhaustive memorandum op
defendant r:nil, on Februa,ry 8 s 1978 t denied 
we 11 a.s a subsequent motion 1:0 dismiss the 

"Initially, it is argued by tn.,,! :pT:lintiffs that the appellate 
court should not have considered thecon.'3-t i tut ionality of sec ton 3 be
cause that issue was not raised by :the defendant at the trial lev?l. 
We disagree because the defendant ;~lleged in his motion to dismiss 
that lithe Statute" was special legb;lation. Section 3 would be in
cluded in this broad statement, H.:rn:over, in his uemorandum in sup
port of his mot ion to dismiss> the ;c\~ fen<iant argued the precise point 
considered by the appellate court, ·saying in effect that section 3 
gave a monopoly in perpetuity to polygraph operators. Therefore) the 
issue was properly before the appe llc:,t~ CC'J.rt. 

liThe appellate court based its rc·w?oal of the circuit court 0:1 

the ground that section 3 of the Act :1'5 spe.~~al legislation. That 
provision reads: ..... -. 

"Every examiner shall use an i:lst'('ument which records 
permanently and simultaneously th~ subject's cardio
vascular and respiratory pat t,~ ns ;35 minimum standards) 
but such an instrument may record additional psychologi
cal char'.ges }w.:rt:J,-.e-;t t.o:' ~~~~~ ·.!.:)h~a.i4JJ.&~f deception. An 
examiner ~ h ". !,1.:, _ '..'..~"~ .•. 7 ..... ~t ... ':::::::'." -:';::;':l-ltest'~of a persOil examined) 
make known the results of such test to the person examined 
within 5 days of receipt of the ~ritten request." 
(Ill. Rev. Stat·. 1979, ch. 111 .. ~i<·ar. 2403). 

The part ies state that the only il1$tnlll1-ent which records both a sub
ject's cardiovascular and respirntru::t l"l3tterns is whalt is commonly 
called a polygraph machine. 

"The appellate court held that $.t"!'Ction 3 of the Act: is defective 
as special legislation because it g:r.::mtts a statutory preemption of the 
fie td of detect ion of decept ion tn -..those persons trained to use a 
polygraph machine. (78 Ill. App. 3d .:31.0, 344.) The court continued 
that a statute which grants ;l mOlw'pD~:Y is not special legislation if 
it is reasonable) but that this act ills lmreasonable since it permits a 
licensed examiner to ignore the resd.lts of a polygraph test. thereby 
making superfluous the requirement tha·t an examiner use a polygraph. 

liThe com:t also concluded that the Act is special legislation be
cause it creates an unrcasonab I.e classification which is not reason
ably related to the detection of ee'c-eption or the protection of the 
public health, safety Ot" ~velbt'e. 'That is because the: Act requires 
the use of the polygraph, ~vh lch favors polygraph operators and discri
minates against those ~'Jho use other deception-detection devices. The 
appe llate court further he ld that the statute is unreasonable because) 
to be licensed under the Act, a person must complete a six-month 
course of ~tudy pr~scrib2d by the Department of Registrat ion and Edu
cation which includes "History of Polygraph" & "Polygra'ph Technique." 
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The appellate court concluded that) 31nC0 polygrnph results nay he ig
nored in favor of another devise SGCn ~~ & ~SE~ cuch courses arc ~rre
levant to a potential liceosP0 1 s 3~ca of vrofescional expertise. 

Si~'le are (~onst;:<lineci 1:0 dis<'lgrce ',,;ith thE. conclusion of th~ appel
late court ~'-l1ce it assumes that: wh:i.h· an (~xam;ner rii"ISt use an instru
ment which records (:;~l-d i.O,fC.lscul;n: <'ina ;:'(~gpj ultory patterns as miniment 
standards, ar. E'XRnnllCf ',5 h:,:,;<" t.Q '·i:,t,ore the rc!f.ults \"hich that ~n
strument viel.ds, \;1E' HJI.)~;t pn':Hjille ;~>at the statute is rational, and 
finy constrvc:tion (,lhid, w')ld.c1 j,'~'~n.g ~,.t;:,ut. an jlJ.of:ical result must he 
discarded. (People v. WarreD (19j7)~ ~9 lil. 2d 620. 628.) Also, 
,ihere iJphold:Lng the con-f~tlt:ut ionaLi ty (.f ;, legislative enaclme.:t ~s a 
reasonab18 Alternative, '.F". '!'IDVE' the (}(,'LigncicH1 to do so. Anderson v. 
Schneider (1977), 67 Ill. 2d 165. 176. 

~lTherefo;-e > 'We thinK the sU'li:uLc r"'(~ans th;"!t :111 eX<lnuner must use: 
an instrument ~"hich X'ec:onls cordiovEH-:ttlar and respiratory FGtterc.s 
and must also use the cesults obtaln,:A from lhe lest in formul~ting 
any ,:malysis. It ';Jould he incong;:tlou::; to cequi 1.-(: tllat a certc;in in
strument be used in an (~J{aminati.on i}uf'. to pennit Lhc results from thiit 
examination to be ignlH'ed 0 ij,le ~lOi.d i::,c:refoH': t.hat secti on 3 (Jf tL-:: 
Act requires that '~<'lrdiovasC1.l1:H dnC rer;pj.ya.tory-pattern records.ir;g. 
must: be :~sc:d :C:1 .'1ny J.nn.1Y:'is Gf cC ('etc.~~~::Jon--(lf~dr~(;cption cxa'111r.;;tjo:l. 

:ardiovascular- snd respiratory
i:. [,ny au;:.Jysis of a dc:ceptior,·
the course~ in p~lygraph histo~y 

I!Also~ due to our holding that 
pattern results must be (:onsiden:d 
detection examination~ \oJe l:h::.nk U~"'t 

and techniq\lt" are re<J.sonably re1.dt.2G ~o lhe lq~i slat i ve scl·,p.:~2. Ene 

li1n light of.: the. i-oregoing ,~o"st::·'.!ction of sectio:1 3, ""e lo:.k no;.; 
to \"heth~r l~: :' s "pee i:il 'ted Gi..;; •• JC.i, SpecL'll legis lat ion confers a 
special benefit 0r ~~~lU~jV0 0~i~ii~~e on a peroon or a group of per
sons to the e;~cl md.:)n "f ,)cher~; ~,:i.iDilarly situated. (Bridgevater ~. 
HOi:<; (1972),. S~ HL2d 1.0:<, JDS"F~'!;' It ;1Tbi.tr.srily, <!rtd wit.h07..1t 8 

sound. reasonab If" has ii.l t disc1:'im).nat c:s :i n fAV01~ of a se leet grol..!p. 
Such legislation .:l:itfenl hom ~'lo-::a.'. !.;:,\:.;r.rr 'hecause'-it is not limit.ed 
to 2 geubraphJJ-[ll ;l~)it-;')', il5: i::;' ;)i:,;,tc. (Bridgewater v. Hotz (1972) 
51 rio 7c: JU'1, !':)9~. (.:lp,1<:,; ,\ i~ Cohrr~ -The Illinois-ConsthutiOt.: 
An A;:moL.'1.ted ;mo.,;n!"p<1·:.:a:;')(-" /"!'~;~'.i.,,:::; /.'06 (1.969). Special ler-isla
tion j:d:fers from f) ~dfilai:i;:."'T' :., ;'qt::,l prot:ectjon in thCit the latt!?;:" 
~on8i8ts 0f ~rbit~nry ~n~ invidious ~iscriminatiun ~~ain5t & person C~ 
3 [~ldS[ ot .:f·; :'.vii:: ,::·;,.i~ C:1 rr )L. the gmfernmental-,,-ithholding of a 
Tibh~, l)r~,;:d.~:gC' ,',f 'l(.~G:;tj., '1:,y,; ,,!,,~rfO\i. or a. claf~s of persons ylith
out :1. ~~~ea;son3bl(! ba;.,i.r., :f'("!' ;./h.C~"L (.~ flJndr.ri1nnt.;i1 right or SlJ5PC:Ct 
classification is involved. ~ compelling ~t8te interest) [or doing 50. 
Hhether. a law is iittackcd :·~s ::pecii:J: k·r,:i.slation or 8Z viol.?tive of 
equal proteclion It is ~~tiU the. l'it;:':), (If the courts to decide \olhetrE'r 
the cla8sLficat~on :,,;~ ,;I,H:c'<:scn.'llilE ';"1 that it preferentially ar.d arbi
trarily incluJes a claGc (special ~egi51nlion) to the exclusion of 211 
others. or improperly df':nies a i,eneb,t to a class (equal protection). 
(See Anderson Vo Wagner (979)~ 79 7.U.2d :1.9), ~i15.} Uhile certain 
pieces of legislation may bc attac1"e( c:.r; hoth r.peci<"l legislation a:1d 
violative of equa.l proLection SlnCf! '::E::Y confer a benefit on one cl~ss 
while denying ... '~)eriefiL to othec,::-":;lf: v.dll be r:;,any c<"scs \Jhcre a 
benefit is CanfE'tTed on one ,-:la!lfl to ;chich no other c.l«ss has a rif;ht. 



In those cases, legislation would be attacked as special legislation 
but not as violative of equal protection. 

"The General Assembly has made a legislative judgment that to as
sure reasonably reliable and consistent detection-of-deception exami
nations, recordings of cardiovascular and respiratory patterns, at the 
least, are needed. While the ability and experience of each examiner 
Ulay vary, The minimum objective standard wil.l remain uniform. Also, 
an examiner may attempt to improve the reliability of the examinations 
he gives by using equipment which records additional physiological 
changes, such as galvanic skin reflex, inaudible voice tremors, and 
muscular movements and pressures. 

"This case is distinguishable from People v. Schaeffer (1924), 
310 Ill. 574, which struck down the medical practice acts of 1917 and 
1899. Those acts arbitrarily exempted graduates of Illinois medical 
schools from taking a licensing examination, while requiring osteo
paths who had studied the subjects necessary to be an osteopath in a 
college or hospital nonetheless to graduate from a medical school and 
pass a licensing examination. The court said:. "This statute there:
fore tends to deprive the o~,.eeopaths of their 'constitutional rlght 'to 
practice surgery; who are, so far as this record shows, just as effi
cient and as well prepared by college and hospital training to prac~ 
tice surgery as are the physicians of the medical schools. The act is 
therefore void as to such physicians so deprived." (310 Ill. 574, 
583.) The comparison between osteopaths and users of the PSE is not 
parallel. There is still enough doubt about the reliability of detec
tion-of-deception instruments, and the varying expertise of those who 
use them, to justify the General Assembly's decision to set minimum 
standards which prefer one instrument over another. As the appellate 
court correctly point'ed out, the General Assembly has cast some doubt 
on the reliability of deception-detection instruments when it forbade 
the use of the results of any lie-detection device in criminal trials 
(Ill. Rev. Stat. 1977, ch. 38, par. 155-11) and provided that a court 
may not require a party to submit to a lie-detector test or to ques
tioning under the effect of any chemical substance (Ill. REv. Stat. 
1977, ch. 110, par. 54.1). See Illinois Polygraph Society v. Pel
licano(1979), 78 III.App. 3d 340, 342-43. 

"We therefore think the legislative standard chosen by the Ge
neral Assembly is reasonable and is well suited to encourage advances 
in the state of the art, while limiting inconsistent examination re
sults based on the use of instruments which record different physio
logical changes and thus cannot be compared to one another. Section 3 
of the Act, since it is reasonable, does not confer a monopoly upon 
licensed examiners. Also, by establishing a minimum standard of re
liability, sect ion 3 creates a c1assificat ion that is reasonably re
lated to the protection of the public health, safety and welfare. 
(Anderson v. Wagner (1979), 79 Ill.2d 295,315.) Section 3 is general 
and not spe~ial legislation. 

"We turn now to a discussion of whether the remainder of the Act 
1S special legislation. The defendant contends that the Act bestows 
an exclusive privilege upon licensed examiners and arbitrarily and un
reasonably excludes persons from becoming licensed under the Act. 

Co 
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FIRE MARSHAL BUREAU 

On early Surrlay lOOming, July 10, 1982, a fire occurred in an apartrrent in a suburb 
of St. Louis in which two young children were severely burned. 1m. investigation revealed 
that the children and their nnther were living in the apartrrent at the invitation of the 
male cx:rrpanion of the nnther. Two neighboring tenants gave staterrents of seeing the 
est~ wife of the male companioo in the :in-rrediate area of the aparttrent shortly before 
the fire Wa<3 discovered. Also, the 11Dther of the children \oklo were burned, gave a state
trent of having seen this ~ leaving the aparttrent at about the tine of the fire. The 
investigation also indicated the estranged wife had lEen making threatening telephone 
calls to her hlsband and to the children's trother, and had also written several threaten
ing letters to them. She was taken into custody, interviewed arrl subsequent ly a:lminis
tered a PSE examination for the investigating police agency. The PSE operator said the 
estranged wife Wa<3 lying about start ing the fire.· She Wa<3 then charged with a<3sault in 
the first degree and arson. 

After being held in custody for over three nnnths, tmable to post borrl, the &fen
dant agreed to a polygraJit examination, suggested by prosecutor Clem Burns. The polygrClfh 
examination Wa<3 a:lministered by Sam M. Yarbrough of the St. Louis County Police Depart
ment, and the results indicated· she Wa<3 telling the truth in denying the mIre. The 
trother of the burned children was then scheduled for a polygraph examination and during 
the pretest interview she admitted that she had set fire to their roan in an att~ to 
kill the children, to lE followed by her suicide. She could not bring herself to the 
final act. As a result, the first ~ was released, and the trother was charged and is 
awaiting trial. 
[ltr SM{ 2 ~c1 

FOlMR POLICE CHIEF CLEARED OF Aa:::uSATICN 

A prison imnate, and admitted pornographer and convicted forger, one Jerry Stern-
--lieb, executed sworn affidavits that Police Chief Eob Stover in 1976 and 1977 chauffeured 

him and another crook aroun:l Albuquerque. Stover, retired and running for Sheriff, was 
attacked with this informatioo by tl'e local paper, the Albuquerque Journal. When the for
mer refused to agree to a polygraph test, Stover went to their competition, the Albuquer
P-e Tribune which said they W<Xlld arrange the test, but insisted on pcililishing the results 
regardless of the out<:Cllm. 

Stover was tested in El Paso by Joe S. Gonzalez of Southwest Polygraph Services. 
The examinatioo indicated Stover Wa<3 telling the truth when he denied the treeting, am the 
matter was headline rews the following day. Stover said that even though Sternlieb, \<ohen 
confronted, couldn't furnish any of the reasonable details that a person wwld rerremter if 
the event had taken place, it was difficult to disprove such an allegation. He was of L'IJe 
opinion that Sternlieb, \oklo has filed affidavits about alleged connections with ochers in 
the political world, was seeking a letter to his parole board fran the Journal to support 
his parole request. 
[AT News 22 & 23 Apr, Its JSG 27 Apr] 

****** 

The greatest hanage \ole can pay to truth 15 to use it. 
- Eirerson 

****** 
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'J--- PSE Operator Prosecuted in South Carolina 

The newsletter of the South Carolina Association of Polygraph Examiners 
of March 20, 1980 reports that "Johnny Hartley has just prosecuted a Georgia 
PSE examiner for testing with the PSE in South Carolina. The gentleman plead 
guilty and was fined. He had tested 31 people in about t day." 

****** 

I- PSE Operators Freed in Alabama Trial 

Following complaints to the state licensing board, the Birmingham 
Police Department obtained warrants for the arrest of PSE operators Ronald 
Lockhart and Larry Hacker of Lockhart Security and Investigative Service 
for conducting tests with a Psychological Stress Evaluator machine. A trial 
was held in Circuit Court in Birmingham and the charges were dismissed be
cause the list of licensed examiners entered as evidence by Cecil Johnston, 
Secretary of the Board of Polygraph Examiners, had been prepared by his 
secretary, and she was not in court to testify to the authenticity of the 
list. Although the charges were dismissed on this technicality, Judge Jack 
Montgomery is reported to have expressed some doubts about the validity of 
the Alabama Polygraph Examiner Law. Accordingly, further opinions are being 
sought from the Attorney General of Alabama. 

/ 

Jesse E. Sprayberry, President of the Alabama Association of Polygraph 
Examiners states that he will continue to work with the Alabama Board in an 
effort to prosecute persons purporting to be "Polygraph Examiners" when in 
fact they are not licensed in Alabama. 

****** 

Contest for Student Paners on Loss Prevention 

Three cash awards are being offered by the AS IS Foundation, a non
profit affiliate of the American Society for Industrial Security, for the 
best graduate and undergraduate papers on security and loss prevention sub
mitted on or before July 1, 1980. President Robert D. Donovan hB.s announced 
that a $300.00 award will be made for the best graduate student entry, plus 
a $200.00 and $100.00 award for the best undergraduate entries. 

In adition to the cash awards, the names of the winners will be an
nounced at the ASIS Armual Seminar in Miami, Florida, September 1980, and 
subsequently printed in the society's official publication, Securit~ Manage
ment. Also, the winning entries will be considered for publication. For 
infOrmation on contest rules, contact the ASIS Foundation, Inc., 2000 K st., 
N.W., Suite 651, Washington, D.C. 20006. 

****** 

Note from the Managing Editor: I have sympathy for the census people who 
are trying to find their questionnaires. The APA Membership has moved over 
200 times since September 1, 1979 and one member has moved four times since 
then. He doesn't have the record - seven times in one year. You can see 
how important it is to let us know you have moved. Please send your new 
address to P. O. Box 1061, Severna Park, Md. 21146. Save the association 
funds, don't make us buy your mail back for lack of new address. 
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The Board also voted to provide a special certificate of accreditation 
each year to each school. In addition, following receipt of the inspection 
fee, schools will receive free one of the new mahogany plaques vlith the APA 
seal for display in their school facilities. 

****** 

NewAPA PUblication on Training 

The APA Boa~d of Directors has approved a new quarterly pUblication 
entitled Polygraph Review. It will appear looseleaf so the reader may file 
the pages by topic. It will include questions and answers about a variety 
of topics, practice problems for use by schools and seminars, programmed 
instruction, bibliographies for study in preparing for state licensing ex
aminations and the APA examination, illustrations, diagrams, schematics, 
charts and a variety of other useful materials. The Board has authorized an 
expenditure of $2,500 for this purpose in the remainder of fiscal 1980. The 
material will be placed in the same envelope as the journal and law reporter, 
and the first issue will be in March. 

All articles are to be signed, and a notice will point out that the 
material is not the official opinion of the APA. This notice is necessary 
because th~ APA does not specifically endorse techniques, instruments, or 
specific methods of chart interpretation. Members and non~embers are in-
vited to submit material for the review. ' 

****** 

l\ PSE Operators Arrested in Alabama 

Following complaints to the state licensing board, the Birmingham 
Police Department arrested Ronald Lockhart and Larry Hacker of Lockhart 
Security and Investigative Service for conducting tests VTith a Psychologi
cal Stress Evaluator machine. Newspaper reports state that Captain Jesse 
Sprayberry, Chief of Birmingham Police Department operations said the tiiO 
men were charged with giving polygraph tests without a license and with ad
ministering an illegal type o.f lie detector test. The Attorney General has 
ruled the PSE tests illegal in Alabama and Sprayberry is reported to have 
said that the tests have been found to be inaccurate. Lockhart and Hacker 
are .free on bond awaiting trial. 

****** 
Polygraph Pro.fession Goes to Press 

The new APA booklet Polygraph Pro.fession is going to the printer. Pre
pared by Norman Ansley and Stanley Abrams, the booklet is .for the lay reader 
who wants general information about the use of the polygraph. It replaces 
prior publications ~ Polygraph Technique and the Polygraph Story, which 
are out of print but available from University Microfilms.* The booklet 
will be available during April 1980 and order forms will be in the next issue 
of the newsletter. 

A few copies of the Polygraph story are available in hard copy and may 
be ordered from APA Publications, P. O. Box 1061, Severna Park, Md. 21146 at 
$3.95 each, postpaid. 
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SURPRISE! YOU ARE GIVING AN EXAMINATION 

Dee Wheeler writes that while demonstrating a polygraph instrument in 
Mexico City as a guest lecturer at the National Congress of Security in Novem
ber, he had the instrument attached to a Mexican attorney. Questions were being 
asked of the attorney by a Mexican polygraph examiner and Dee suddenly realized 
that an examination was in progress when there were Sits and No's with pauses 
between. 

At the end of the chart the interpreter asked Dee "Where did he lie?" 
When he pointed out the lie, said Dee, "you would have thought I killed the 

. bill!" 
****** 

A PSE EXAMINER CONVICTED IN TEXAS 

In 1978 Woodrow Crowder was arrested and jailed for conducting a PSE ex
amination in Montgomery County, Texas. Bond was set at $1,500. 

On Febru~ 13, 1979, .the County court at Law, Montgomery County, Conroe, 
Texas convicted Woodrow Crowder of violating Section 4 - Section 7, of the 
Polygraph Examiners Act. William W. fisher, Vice-Chairman of the State Board 
of Polygraph Examiners, Judy Helmer of Helmer Polygraph Services, and Lynn Davis 
of the same company testified in court that they had observed the PSE test. The 
jury was out 20 minutes and returned with a guilty verdict. Judge Gualinne fined 
Crowder $200.00 plus court costs with five days in jail, suspended, and six 
months unsupervised probation. The Judge told Crowder that any violation of this 
act would be prosecuted and he would then spend the five days in jail. 

****** 
A TOY LIE DETECTOR IN A WATCH ) 

On April 11th the Washington Post carried a story entitled "Lie Detector 
Watches Coming Soon for $30" which describes the development of a silicon chip 
by Communication Control Systems which is intended to be the key element in 
a toy lie detector to be marketed by Christmas. The unit is designed to de
tect stress in the voice and illustrate the level of stress through eight tiny 
diodes running across the bottom of the watch crystal. The fewer the lights 
that light up, the greater the stress, say the manufacturers. More expensive 
models will provide numerical readings. 

The manufacturer was asked why he would market the device, complete with 
a wristwatch, for $29.95. He replied "I know we could sell it for more, but 
we want to start off big and choke off potential competition quickly." The 
prototype will cost $105,000 and is anticipated by September. The maker ex
pects that the unit will also appear later in other common articles such as 
fountain pens, belt buckles, and almost anything else. Mo:iestly undercuting 
the prise of a PSE by $4,000, the accuracy of the toy is unknown, and appar-
ently as far as the manui'acturer is concerned, unimportant. . . 

The company that will market the watch claims to gross 30 million dollars 
a year in digital watches, digital pocket calculators, and related products. 

Asked if the product would not be so intrusive as to be immoral; CSC Vice 
President Carmine Pellisie responded "I've always thought it was immoral to 
lie." 



PSE SCHOOL OWNER CHARGED WITH FELONY FRAUD IN VIRGINIA 

Robert E. KCMalSky, Sr., has been charged with six counts of :felony 
fraud in connection with the operation of a training school for prospective 
operators of the Psychological Stress Evaluator. He has also been booked on 
several misdemeanors: operating a business without a city license, operating a 
school without state certification, and operating a private investigating bus
iness without a license. 

All of the charges are the result of an investigation into his operation 
of a school that advertised for trainees to operate the Psychological Stress 
Evaluator, an investigation initiated by the State Department of Professional 
and Occupational Regulation and conducted by the Chesapeake Police Department. 

The Virginia-Pilot of May 6, 1977 reported that in telephone conversations 
with Kowalsky and a former associate, police learned that eleven students had 
enrolled in a 40-hour PSE course at a cost of $200 each. students 'Ylere guaran
teed lifetime job placement, starting with employment in Kowalsky's private 
investigative and security company, known as Kowalsky & Associates. Classes 
were held on the first day, April 18th, but the instructor left, and the re
maining three days were cancelled by Kowalsky. Stuc.ents were unable to obtain 
refunds of tuition money, said Lt. R. A. Justice, Head of the Internal Affairs 
Division of the Chesapeake Police Department. He noted that the trainees re
ceived some instruction material to study after the first day of c~asses but 
never had access to the PSE device, which Kowalsky said was on order. 

Kowalsky was reported to be the sole officer of Kowalsky & Associates, 
a firm specializing in investigative, security and lie detector services. He 
was released from cust~ on his own recognizance and was to receive a court 
appointed attorney. 

****** 
REPRESENTATIVE SCHROEDER FROM COLORADO ON THE POLYGRAPH 

The Congressional Record of September 20, 1977, p. E5709 has a heading 
of "1984 at Coors: Polygraphs on Demand," by the Honorable Patricia Schroeder 
of Colorado. Mrs. Schroeder opened her brief remarks by mentioning an article 
that appeared in the Denver Post of August 30, 1977 which, she said, explains 
the reasons for the strike, a:ncirefutes assertions made by the company in a re
cent full page ad. She also entered into the record another article which ap
peared in the Rocky Mountain ~ of August 27th, also written by strikers r in 
which they claimed that their boycott is having an effect on Coors sales. She 
corrunended these articles to the attention of her colleagues. Of the tvl0, only 
the first mentioned the polygraph. Representative Schroeder picked the polygraph 
as the item for her title when nine-tenths of the article is about other mat
ters, including the lack of support for the strike among the employees, and 
the average income of $19,500 for a production worker on the universal shift. 

The letter to the Denver Post by striker Don Jorgenson speaks of the poly
graph in one paragraph. He stateS": 

"The latest contract proposal would require an employee to 
take a polygraph test at any time a supervisor requested him or 
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Exhibit 4 
February 8, 1985 

House Bill 552 
Business & Labor 2/8/85 

House Bill 552 revises the statutes relating to transient merchants. 

I introduced a similar bill in the last session that had some problems and was 

killed in committee. Blake Wordal of the Mt. Hardware and Implement Dealers 

Assn. worked on this bill in the interim. 

The reason for House Bill 552 is a concern on the part of local retail 

merchants who pay taxes, various license fees, workers' comp and other 

employee benefits, etc., and then have the transient merchants in their trucks 

pass through town and take away business. Often customers of these transient 

merchants are left with defective merchandise and no recourse. 

The bill provides exemptions from the current law for Montana sellers 

of home-grown or home-produced goods and art. It amends the current law 

to provide that in the application form, the transient merchant must list the 

articles to be sold and where they were obtained. It raises the license fee 

from $5 to $25 per week. It requires posting a surety bond in the amount of 

$2,000 that remains in effect for 6 months after their license has lapsed. 

The present law provides that if a transient merchant files an affidavit 

indicating intention to become a permanent merchant and to continue in business 

longer than a year, the posted bond will allow the merchant to obtain a I-year 

license and have the weekly fees waives. This bill amends the amount of the 

bond from $1,000 to $2,000. 

The fine in Section 6 is amended to provide the standard misdemeanor 

penalty of imprisonment not to exceed 6 months or a fine not to exceed $500 

or both. 

I have other proponents to testify on the bill. 

Jan Brown 
H.D. 46 



Exhibit 5 
February 8, 1985 
House Bi.11 552 
Submitted by: Rep. 

AMEND FIRST READING COpy OF HOUSE BILL 552 AS FOLLOWS: 

Page 2, line 16, following produced insert: " . " 1-

Add new sub-section: "(d) a resident of this state sellinq 

products produced in this state" 

I 

j 

I 

I 
I .., 
I 
I 



TJappy - ack e;._,er 
Fairfielc~ ~';T 59436 

p~Jd.-,r 
'0~ ~ ('-~ d J. 

Exhibit 6 
February 8, 1985 

~ouse Bill 552 
Mt <04 Cl] >-

467 25(2 

C-t0 7 r-I-~?-

I rU~1 a small bakery in the city of FairfielC. IJi<ci -':'t..pwn 

_of a1,)ot: t 300 "?eople, most af whom are ret ired farmers with 

little income, it I s tough to keep the bakery going. There I_ S .., 

ohly enough -business_.:ye open a few days a week. Last ...;sum..'1ler, 

out:of_n~~essity, I experimented with loacing cookies and 

loaves creac; into a van and sene iil'; it up the road to Choteau. 

~ with permis.~on, I parked it in a the lot of closed fown 

gas station, set up a little table, ane sole my ~oocs. 

I ~i6 t~is one day a week. Because it turned ~ut to be a 

profitable venture I 'C'. planned,irn: n~t SUffiI71er, to .. ,,{o t'1e same 
".."'''usec. 

'i:~. ," -; ;.,. 

" ;~ .. :.," 

-,. : 

in ot~l.er cit iss. -: 've -;:)urchased 3 voF~s\vagen vans, ~ ~)ans, 

locker3 an,' ot~1cr eqUi?~1ent. J:t ·:;';';1 r;h;2! ~~ ~;;~c:c- cbl;:.u . .e~ 
t;.cP"tA.r'-es- /J.. (",,"'T"I~ ,-... rr!7""'( 

±n-t'1is o_~=,j-i~. I 'e be employing 4 full time sales people and ~ 
full t i..le baJ;:.er' s hel?er. 

~or some r2ason I pickee up the Great Falls paper, and out 

of curiosi tv reac' some of the new bills introc;uced. My eye cau'::;jht_ 
552 " 
one relating to licensing of transient merchants. I sent 

loaves of ,,,'10;"12 wheat brG'ac~) to ;:~s.±' tie up $2':-,000 in bonL~s 

for at least nine months, ane ~~y $300 a week for license fees. 

~fxx T con't ~2ve $2400~ sitti~s arounc, so :'C have to borrow 

season: woulC have to pay ~4,200 in licensA fees, ?n~ %2700 • "I.., ..... ., hso1) 4v~~~-""'_re fl..~ I'II'~ «'4""'~ . .... 
in int~rest, a total of $6,900. Tf I w~re to o~erate all year 



2 
.......... - .. 

-:-.L _ " ___ " ~X~ 552 

I'd be ~ayinS:i about 525,000. ~X~liXl!iG~ :t'':;~Qoh~ut my 
L Y1 .. /q "']( .,.:r '"t~~ {.~rlA~,:r-
~ oetermlnec It mig"ht be worth it to close my 

bakery anc lose a day's inco~e to sgeak against the passage of 

House ::ill 552. 
exem?ting 

'":"1:1e bill Cloes beSi::l with amendments eXl'd:ma;rg certain types 
from license fees and bonding. 

of transient businesses: farmer, ~r rancherif conC:ucting an 

auction of his O"1n property m1 his mm property, resic.ents 

of ~'ontana selling a£ricultural produce they have gro~n on 
"'-II) aJ~ 

t"heir own pro0erty, and artists~ resiCents of ~ontana, selling 

art they have' m2.6e (?J;;"t')arentlyt'1e artist doesn't have to prove 
c..r -t <ll '1"<" --t '3 

the art was ~ onp. his or her pro~erty). These exem?tions 
sma.l1, instate 

were inteneed to protectbusinesses like mine, and ! un~erstan 

from tal'dns '."it:1 ,-'an 'Srown, t1:le bill's sponsor, and ~12'%e fflC"lrc.ell 

from the r:ontan2. ·:rarcware and Farm Implement crganization, 
~ 

the~f.~~t i vat i.ng force behinc: this 1:ill, that it is li~"e Iy t':1at 

furt~er exemptions can be ad~eC. 

that 

all 

its a small 

Because 
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However, if I were to speak only for my own speci£ic 
~.v...I 

interests I'd be doing half a job. Because I am, for a months 

a year, a transinet businessman, I must speak mlxERXxxffor 

the entire transient business industrY. 

It's been my ex?eriance that many people, particularly 

those in government and with "legitimate mainstreet·, businesses 
("-"'~clt.""'1 .1.('</«-1 i"" F~i r+-i r{d. .. -~) 
have so~e major misunderstandings about transient businesses 

ane. are prejudiced against them. ~RxllHE¥x:kex:mx;tx Sven the-

term itself, "TRK':SISl;':''' ~rings to mind images of shiftless, 

dirty, un}~ern')t, dishonest peo')le, geople '."ho are passing thro~hc; 

town ~)ecause t~ey are probably running away from responsibilities, 

.' .,.'~ 

. : .... . . ,,~ ... 

1f'Pu.v- ~ 
c'e;:,ts or t"he la\-l of their home to\Vn • .,. Dr8fer therermoobile r .... ~ ,--.-tvf-r 

L n~~ 

t:ow I've had myll idea of sending out bakery vans to smalltmvns 
..:"\s ~art o~ my market research.J (:.."'t 0 .... '-' \11) 

for over ten years. I've alw?ys mace it a ~oint to stop and 

visitwith any mobil merchants: see and learn as much as I can 

about them and t~eir business. 

All of t'1e people I've met have been goo,:, decent, wholesome 

mo~±*~xbMs±n2Ss I've talked to ~eople who sell fruit (from in and 

out of the state), people who sell frozen fish, walnuts, t shirts, 

artwork, salami, fireworks, 
, .... (/.(. 

, • 1 , t ~I. -'-
\l[l~C 1 are s ,-ow cos \ l L 131113 ~ 

tools. A 11 kinds of things, most of 

business for a variety of reasons. "ay~e t"h8Y are in~etween jobs 

ane are '.10ping to pivk up a fe\., extra dollars before a 'real' job 
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job comes along, AS in the case of the walnut salesman and 

the t shirt sall'lS\:o::lc.n, t':1ey may 'J2 r2tir'3(: ~")eo?L:; who travel 

by travel. or, as is ~~a very often the case, x..1.tEq< and to 

a certain extent this ix,,' is trt.ye of myself, they may be 
ff-.h, r vi t4 ~ i·e, 

people who are looking for an i<n- . ; .. ' q way to c:;et started 

in private business. 

All kinds of people enter mobile business ventures for all 

kinds of reason. ~hey always have, too. For thousands of 

I 
, 

J." 

I 

I 
I 
I 

years j 01.::i1e bus;imesses 'havelo~~~ling ove;. the rO,ads, espe~ially I 
0e-t--L ,AI" ~ rccrfIJ?n 1 tr-"".6, 't""" ,-e~:il bLt~I1.t.sS~.7 ~ 

in ;-l2.ces like ~:ontana. Kha.KaxgxHx:t:X«XB:kxH«RX~XMrl~~d::~mimn -~" 
tf"'1 (xn.u~. - (k.y'V o41 "1~5 ~ .... ''''' q,()r1-~Yk.JIII,,"t~0t-~$J ..• 

XHMxXXX~HxxxHxxmxkHxixx~~~E~XXxah%RXXOXXmHH¥X±¥pHSXsfx ~ 
. -. ". 

Anot':1er t"'ing :'ve learnec in my resG?rch is tl:1at most 

mobile merchants find that business on the road is rough 

and bumpy. ~ou can see this for yourself in the very, very fw 
mobile 

numbers of XXKRXXHHt businesses you encounter, even during 

the warm summer months, and in how mXH¥ very few of those are 

around the next summ·2r to rc';)eat. In r~ont ana, the sbort sellinS:,i 

season, great distances, and fickle weather conditions, contribute 

to a high burnout rate. 

Por all the hardshipt that mobil businesses ex?erience, it, 15 

important to remember that they do provide a valuable, not as 

essential, but valuable service to the com~unities they visit. 

Some co it with ~rice discou~1ts, ryarticularlv those ~ I've seen 
. ...!I~;O' ()r ~("fH..f'(, :""'!>NVI. 

who sell apples or frozen fish by the case. Or they provide 

I 

I 
I 

.J 
t I'·· 

I 
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provide customers witha proGuct they would have difficulty 

buying, ~J.S:1~~1: to' ~Y.. In my tmm of Fairfield 

for instance, H3X no grocery store or restaujrant carries lobster 

or cra;:; 12gs. ~t' s c. treat ~or the citizens \.,Then once or twice 

a year t':1e frozen fis11 mobile merchant sets up his Ii ttle truck 

at the ~all ~aimond. Anoi~ler service, intanyi~le as it may be, 

is th?t 0"': e:'ltsrtaii.1m'3~lt, ~a.rticularly in smaller comrnunities. 

,\-11'1en a mO"~i Ie ~usiness enb}rs tm·m ~)eo.?le have fun ta 1Jdn; to 

Peo~ L? li'(? ?..s;dn9 ,..:11 ·2re youts from, ,,,here you' re goin~ next, 

how business is going anG where'd you ever get such a crazy idea 

as to sell cookies or walnuts~ or boxes o~ lobster tails out of 

the 1:)ac~~ 2nc.~ 0'-= a true::. 

~'l'li l~ fao:.. .... i 1 'Jusin8ss2s :?ro'7i(~2 a valuable service and ar~u:1 

!:Jy goo(";, hon8st peo?le, it' S t~2 very fact that th§,Y are hiShly 
. ~V,"/"I.r y 

..... '"hI:::. -:r ':'I'"~' 1 " Q ~"" . J" '0 ,... . th~t ' 1 th vJ.""J._ '" a~ ._.__1 ~.ac._-_ ... e~ .. _~ o .. ~ a slng es ,em 

out and causes them to :,e perci2ved by government anc'. main street 

businesses as .. something to :::e c;eRl t with" ••• as is the case with 

"'3ill 552. 

The most COD1lTlO:1 allegatio"1 -= ~ear t~!m:1:¥xXl:o:t1 is that mobil 

businesses threaten the WHZZ zxi:s±':cL"u:;:;a}~a£ main street businesses. 

: '11 ac.';71it that a Ino-:Ji2. ;:,usi:less ;-:lay t2.::e away? few c~ollars 

that mi~ht ot~erwise have ~ee'l spe:1t insi~e a store, but the 

actual 2ffiount is more 0= a nui~anc~ than a real t'reat. 

Let's H take a worst case e~~am~')le. 

from \lashin:;ton :!Juys jJ, ±:r.llr;x:lnIE~:~:J:f::capp:b~xx twenty or thirty ca~es 

of a~ples and drives to Montana to seil them. He comes to 

~-Ielena and parks across the street from the Saweway store (whd.ch, 

by the way, is also owned v b 
~ y an out of state c oncern) 
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and sells 20 cases of apples. Does this mean Saweway sells 

20 less cases of apples? No. In fact, I'd be willing to bet 

Safeway willsell the same amount of apples they always sell, or 

pretty darn close to it. The reason for this is that the 

purchase of items from the mobil business is impulsive. 
. a(...c-t':>IA.-wt-

Money comes fromthe 'impulsive spending w~llzL' of the customer, 
au .. 01vW-

not the 'vital needs W;7'.~t'. The money spent on the apples 

is !N ADDITION to the regular monthly food allocation. This is 

a proven aspect of marketing. All you need to do is to walk 

into the Safeway store and see an employee handing out free 

samples of food. safeway is ~x¥±H~xaHx~±~¥HR not paying 

a~xemp±O¥RHXX for an employee and giving food away because 

t~ tt 
~ wants you to buy one product over another, ~ wani;s you 

Id",y 
t&one ?roc1uct ~:J ADDITIOI:; to another. This is etsentially J 

the 
'ik'1 t.,,/W"V"- ,!~'1 ..,..-0 sf~ n f"'

same thing the mobi1?EM:ssx business does. I' a ');n o ,/ ~vl-tIC<.--¥ '/~ 
l. (/f l~' I I~ 

V lOlA1 ..! ., /tJr."...." /' 

BILL 552 came into existance, according to the man responsible 

for drafting the bill, because two years ago a xargexRUMb2a 

cafx:=x an aDnOrm2. lly 1:1igh numl~er of har6{arte stores went out of 

busi:less. r.::heir stock ,,'as purc112se6 by 'tool truck trans:sents' 

who then travelled to various cities selling the stock at XEXllRRN 
ll''(f~'>i/'1 / 

costs lower t1:1a:l the main 3treet harc.ware ston~s. 

It \'Ir,S felt 
IA"~: r\} 

by the latter t~2t the 'tool trucks' were competing 
r:k~ v(vd~1/ 

::: 2S;~e(~ <Tc? . '_ _ ::,...;, to W~12t c::tcnt t'1c too 1 truc':s 

C11t i::.1to -~ arC'ware store bus iness and 1:1e said it was I' c.ificul t to 

qt:antify'·. I suggest that the 2ffiount h:is:d~us±m~ was verry minor. 

':"'001 trucks are in no way ~ threatening to put hardware 

sot ores out of business or leave peo?le unem?loyed. At worst 
~ "'t;(li<> f 'r 1 

they might, MIG.HT make a minor cent in :/rofi ts. kr'~sk ~ f-z:tk~5 
I"';"' J f 
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Another argument made ag?inst the tool truck operators 

(and against all mODil merch2.nts) is that they don't contribute 

to t":J.e cormnuni ty or pay Ift"'::)"::Jerty taxes in the community they 

sell in. We're getting into so~e really skewed thin~ing here, 

a mi~utre of sour grapes, misunderstan~ing the economics of 

moril business and an ina~:,ili ty to see the forest fro::! the tree. 

~ru'2, nobi 1. ;:m:::"ine:ssr.:'s Con' t :~2y pro:-·erty t~:: Cirect to t~'e 

1(' 
c':)\,nt~··. ~ .-1.12 t I S no r22so:1 to put t'l.2ffi m',t 0:: busi'1ess (T,.;hic'l. is 

whet ';;25,000 of annual license an(~ bone: i:lterest fees ~vould 

f"'U;c"'" '-0) ":l. k ... -J,. '. • The mo~il business, I remind you, xx has to set 

u~ on ~rivate property. ?he owner of the private ~ro~erty ha~ 
~ . 

to ,;ro:'>3:::-ty t 2xes. 1: f t'l.e :::ar;~inCj of 2, truc;~ on 2H :;:arking 

lot increases t:'18 value o~ :k.lq;:::i that parking lot, :T. sU'jgest 

the movers behind bill 552 contact the local county assessor~ 

not the st ate government. ?he 'louse :usiness and Labor 

committee could probab1y bett2r spend its time eealing with 

som2 very major i.:::rob2.ems caused by the purchasing of hundred.s 

of thousan(;'s of acres of ira montana farmlanc ~ ';"~a~J, ,-g:=alIf}§e 

0':;1 f . . t th' . b t th . 1 t 1 ~ oE'e~gn ~nves ors an.oy worry~ng a ou e occas~ona 00_ 

truck that rolls through tmvn , maybe, once or twice a year. 

I'd like to point out that ,,..,11ile tlobil businesses do not 

pay property tax in the county in which they operate, and do 

not have to invest in land and a buil0ing, they do have siginifcant 

0~eratin9 costs, many of which benefit the conmunmty they oprate in. 
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One, they have to buy gasoline. I can tell you that even 

with a \~ van this adds UP fast a~d cuts right intotth~ profits. 
d Q 'i"''''''''' ~'G ~'4I'C- ",f-

Of course, L\:ul!x~x a gooe chunk of the profi tsV"" G*;a t',-= gasoline 
£..U""ry4-

go to the ~,ulf or r~o::,il co:::-~;orb.te office ••• outsi~e of th~ state. 

~obile bussiness people use hotels. 

Although if they stay at a ~C\.m2cJa or Holiday Inn or i'lotel 6, the 
(2- (,ow"""1 a......{ 

profi ts go to cor:,?orate o~""fic;.::s oetsic1e of t1:l~state. ~ 

Three, mobile businesses s~end 2 lot of money in restaur~nts. 
/1-,vt,-I. 
~l:.~ ~f they eat at a :;cT~onalc-s or -~,urs;er ~:in~ :lendy's or Pizza 

Hut, the ?rofits 00 out 0:: state. 

five, t:1G rllo~:;il ::usiness must p?.y, ce'::ending on the city, 
,most'" t"!J.2.. sma'.'.er ~ 

hefty licensing fees. Some cities Icon' t feel a need to chars,e. 

t~12 mo':il ,nerc:12nt '123 r:rO~)12;;lS I.vi t'l ~lis or her 

to the local ~~i~~~;:;~f:;-±~~d~~~;~~f~1~ .o~?~ / 1'

P p~ 
~r(/'" 

car, a tri:; 

busineesses. 

Ct'lsr t'1an purCh2Si:1'..: .C:;00LS from locol ;':msinesses, mobile 

merc~ant3 have other ~ositi?e effects on t1:le community. 

Cne, they can 11e II' t':le CO!'1sumer ••• let 's not forget the public 
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let's not fo::c;et the :)ubl ic here, •• ~ • t'1ey C?:1 '1e1;:) the cons'-".:TIer 

S 2.ve money. 

two, they provL::e the conSU,'";-:2r a v:ax:ki:dq{ ~18asurable variety 

in the purc':lasing experisnce. !='eople \"c.l:~<;. away from the nobile 

merc~ant ,,,it:] a s;nile. 

aid for the community. In Fairfield, the Frozen fish food man 

sells IDuiRX once a year under the auspices of the local Lions 

club. A percentage of his sales goes directly to the club. 

I don't know if he does the same in every small town, but I 

wouldn't be at all surprised. 

I can only come to the logical conclusion that~ Q~) /'vlcbi \ 

businesses do n~,"comprise a threat to established businesses,--
oJ' 

~~they do p::ovide valuable services to the community, both in 

serving the customer and contributing to the local economy, 
~~ I <f\o",-r 

~ ~ good, decent, honest people opeBate mobil busines~es~ J. 
r~J.c land~ nature have limiteor~~drces. 

). ~~ because they are highly visible they are targeted as victims 

of soecial interest legislation such as 33 552. . r 'oLe. O"""",~ 
.. . ,,,,<..J 1J ( ---c..,,)J 

L' 
Think about the ±ke other transient business that roll through 

town'::>without paying property taxes ano,wi:thollX which, tQ}xB:xmuhh 

:'kEXSRX contribute far less, :? A'.:lTIT':lI17G to the local economy. 

roy bakery and home are next ~oor to the grocery store. 

3 tir:1es a week I see an :::(ky' s -~reacJ truck c'rop off more 102'les 

l~C 
~ 3 t i::les 2 \'ee:::. t'1e inGepenc.c;~ t 
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advertisin; revenUGS if it didn't have to wQr~ co~pete w£th 

t 118 -;r2at ~:'2.11s :,ri~u:?l.e? "!'OU ~)(:et. l'--B:'~) Y ~ ~doy I s bread ane.: 

t':1" ?ri~:mne COil't buy ~ny gasolLle at the local gas stations. 

or how about insurance salesQen? There are a couple of local 

ones in ?airfield, but that doesn't stop ones from Great Falls 

knocJdng at my door at 9: 30 at night. xxxmumeHXB:a:xRam:a:Rkx 

These insurence salesmen, selling at the RETAIL level, sure 

don't worry about obtaining a transient merchant xex license. 

Ano yet if you asked me who I'd trust more, the tool truck 

oper2tor or the insurance salesman, I'd have to go with the 

tool truck O~xaXX~H operat±or. 

And before you consider making it prohibitively expensive 

for an out of stater to sell a few cases of ap?le~while vacaioning 

through ~":ontana, RGJ(X1rlmN~£:kJu~:knCJxHx consider a way to put 

a crimp in telephone sales. A couple weeks ago I was having a 

nice dinner with my wife and some friends when the phone rang. 

I answered it and heard, ap~Rla:m:td::¥x£Xom:G{xruu~s:axa, a TAF~ RECORDED 

message from r~innes02t a asking me to buy ::'T life insurance. 

I can't even stop them wi t':1 :10 SOLICI'::'OR SIC~ on the front door. 

:'he' ve ~ot a m?chine 2. t~ousG:"""C:' miles a\lay that inva..:::es k>~ 

businesses legislate~ a~2.i~st? one, tl:1ey're too , . 
JJ.g, too well 

ane. lo::'~yists, and 2, th2y're relatively innocuous and don't 

stick out like the w.11nut truck does.ile t Pc';'-r l,,<?k l'c{ihre..vr
l 

U"'1.MJ 
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I ~rgue you to be careful to resist t~G temptation to 

legislate the little guy out of eusiness. 

'4hat's ?bout all ~ 've got to say a1)out mo'-JiL~ businesses. 

J.. 'ld li};:,e to address the specifics of -::3il13 
<0aT Q 

with t:1is iacredible requi:cement ~ "22000 
552'~~~~%r btvt.P~ 
bond. for each county 

in \-l:'1ich a mo;:,ile business operates. :;:: t1:1ink t~ere' s acout 

fifty count~es in this state •••• 8100,OOO dollars! Dow, the 

alleged purpose of the bond is to' ~rotect' consumers \-lho buy 

::aul ty ~ooCs xm: from an out of st ?t~ cealer. ::: f t':ler-e' s 2. 

problem an(~ the out of St2t2 :a,:;;rc'1?i1t c'.oc;sn' t :101c2 up his enc~ 

0:: tlthe guar?nty, he risJ:.s 103in~ his bond mney. ::;: don't knoH 

of f>S:"~ consumer who has been cheah:~d by a mobile merchant. 

ri.s;c ,~"len '.::;uyin; fro~,. Safe\lay. 
merchants 

:::n the case of ~ tool truck 

c:lpz!l:.ai:ors, ::: can see \-lhere a shifty seller might Clump a batch 
Grill 

of defective motorslx at cut rate prices. Alt~ou9~ if he was 

one of the r.1erchants that :.la;~2 ~;nrC:ell :nentionec' that holo years 

2.';0 W2.S sel1.ing t'"12 stoc;;: 0': fai lGC ~1a:ccw2re stores, it IS 

c:; . ~ "'i~:, - -------.-

manufacturer, not the seller! ~his is W'1Y nat ion?.l }:rC3nc:s cc.rry 

warranties, to protect t~12 consumer i~ case tha sel'er ~00S out 
~" L<---fs "lHf'l Y LAJ t-t r',! Qtt-(~ S If VI ; VlJ iuJ, T } "VI. 'i of -e u l p (0 ~ L .. ,<i'.u-

o ':: ;:;USl~10SS. :--, ...... , ...... -'-~ ...;.G.~'.s F. '- c L ~ rno or ... i 
" Cv')1\ d~!,Jwn-PSI J/lphil /MVrcL,p J-z; 6~v-y, I'€; f, .. L,i/'; "t-,'ve 0 l7//jd..5 

"t '" • 2. ...... .:::. - 1 ::'l n ~ r". .:. "'-- .:......, 1.. •• __ • '.......... 1......;-.. _,-- _ ,. 

no .,z'[ ~tl coT ~ h. 0/ 5...1(. ~-e 1-0 0 {;- "I'~~ lfs leg'. . 
~G_ a~~n s:trc >;it "-:rt>were storQ. .... ~skin<i--£or th "'.-be s t -€lHll 

mok-er aIle vO\lifi-"i- ~ever +'9-..:!:'~' 1,...... ci~ .... "P'- __ , , "L.. _ 
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T1:1is <?2, 000 bonc1 i3 a ~ross ly unfair burden on all mobile 

merc'hants that are n~t lUc;;:y enough to be covered by exemptions. 
~" ~ ~Y' 1(9, ~ ~ /<';'''7' f ~ 7-) 't-S I {j-v~ "'vt-~~0 t-V 1"'!7"r rtI.e.- S, ~ . 

r;~le ';2COO bon0, v'"li le i tis returnable C mO'1ths a.fter the last 

i:m.!:d~n::c::1 effective;~r out12,\~a ~ mo~.)ilc J:)usiness. T1:lis isn't 

a S 2000 bO:1c ~or tao stat,::;, it's f.or every county, o.nd no ______ 
, t~\ t-e1L ~ { 

mobile merchant can succeec1 wi t:10ut doing business In ten or 

h!elve counties. 

Anot'"ler part o~ ~le ~ill increases license fees from $5 

to ;25. z~x~x:t±O::1:ax:a:dw1.Il;::ml:::k..l.:-[xsx per county. per week. 
, ·IA'.....iJ- ~ (,,:; K /-JIJ..'7 -err 

':'he rationale here is that xk the higher fee m1ik~sx±±xm~xe 

pays for the paperwokr involvec by count'l secretaireis. 

K This is absolutely ridiculous. All you have to do is walk 

XR~k3 into the county offices, request the transient merchant 
x.. 41 fAA., i'--" '0 

license form, fill in the blankse(where you'll be located, 

how long, what you're selling, etc,) and hand it back to the 

secretary, presently with five dollars. :&XXHllH That costs 

a coun t y $ 2 5? Noway • XllERX±XX±.xX~±G ll..nd if it di d co s t 

$25 you'd have to come up with a different method of licensing, 

because it 'woule then cost many merc'1ants more for a license hthan 

they'll bring in in profits. In my own case, with the bakery vans, 

it I 11 throw me x±;;:ht: cnill:m£ and five employees right out of busines 

In some areas, say t~e few high popUlation areas of the 

state, aX~RsHxm±g!1:i: ,-iI-lore a mobile merchant r:I~[I':' co a hi~h 

volume of business, a ~i;her licensins ~ee rni;ht be justifiee. 
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F-s \vi th. the $2000 bonc~, it seems that t~e :':25 a week per 

county license fee is desi~ned to be more of a ~inCrance to the 

mobile merc~ant industry t~an 2 just fce. 

I'd also like to ta"l::<:. about the -:?rcsent '35 per week per 

cot:nty license. I don' t un(~erst2nci why, if the 1::keensE:chz5 

:a pc,?en.;or;:: has been com;::- let ee, a mo~i Ie merchant neec'_s to 

repeat the process each week. ~he law was probably originally 

written this way because it was fi~ured, correctly, that most 

mo;:;i '!.e m:::rc~12bts Houlc:n' t st2Y in a county for more 

()iVa./ • 
than '-Jee~. Fair e:~ou~~l, ;:;ut 'vl'l?t abo1:t peo~le IP;:e me who 

rppe?_t their business in a c01.mty wee~c after week. I'll be in 

12 counties a week, th?t's ~60 a week or $3,120 in annual fees. 
consiCer ~lat ! need for my bakery in ?airfield 

In contrast, I purc'lased :k.~±x, for my bakery, a fo06 processor's 
from the state 

license for only ~3J for a full year. ~ith it I iet two visits 

a year, miniLlum, from t~12 cOt'.nty sanitarian. 2: (~on' t have 

* to buy any business license from t~e city of 7a.irfielc1 , not 

even fill out a for~! 

of :;?2_yinc; a \.;e2~;:"!.y fee, that t'le len~th of t'le county permit 

be e7tcn~eC to say, 6 months, about the maximum time weather 



Anot~1er amendment to the Bill is to increase the penalty 

for failure to comply. I was unable to find out what the new 

penalty will be, but it seems that the current $10 to $25 

fine is just, especially for mobile merchants who may enter 

a county on a saturCay or sunday when offices are closed. 

Another amendment requires merchants to tell where they 

obtained their goods. I can understand this for my bakery 

business, \-lnere officials want to know that they were baked 
anc nopefully, sanitary 

in a licensed food processing establish~ent, but I can't see 

it for other businesses. ~he only reason for th~s amendment 

is to make it easier to discriminate against out of state 
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merC'12."Z1ts, or to c:~scriminate as;ainstresic.ents of f':ontana ~-e!{¥r 
~ Gt a cn'-<ll IV £.,;"1 e t- ~ k.t ~} IV r 'fPJtt?J.> t9b-ht7~ L ~ ~~n:... fJ k-/~ e2 
Wl~ ;?ig'.l , 1 <"J:"'L-'c.l to,cc.y. TTlsit ~ ,,,-1ritive jn "l?'3hi:1~ton and 

~ 

Tl:1e final am2ncment is the O::1e \illic1:1 lists eXP..l'ilptrio::ls. 

:ghE.:·:peG~±e businesses which are ex~m?t fror:1 £±ll±ngxcn:kxa 

:; 2000 bond and a $25 a wee;'~ Jer county license fee. J<" v e bet v p ) k 
~-l. <; ..- b.l I a.6f. .... 
T'ltis amendment alone is preof of why governm"mt s'1ould not trv 

to lG<;i31at2 tl12.t vihic:-t {o°cs not neeG. to be loc;islcte(~. r:~lis 

t ",-, .. -- r~'2struct iO:1 

~= I h2c~n't 

;:;cci''-o:1t lly come'! acr9.ss i:!nn~ 1]ill 552 in the ne~-lspaper 
...,.(.I.lt rv.r' a. C-a~ ~..r 1M; \, u I~,r, ~'1. ~ i __ .s ')" 

be here.' I'd start the summsr by telling five workers J. 

I woulcn't 

coulCn't 

hire t1H?i71 rtfter all, al1c~ \li t~ four vw v,ms on my hanes. 

-:;:'hOS<0 exempt ions, li~:e t~2 ~2COO P)onc~ re:quirer.1Gnt and 

the ';25 ~er week per c01.;nty license fee arc; not'l:ling more than 
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than a sneaky, unCerhanded way of telling out of state 

mo~i12 ;-nerC:1ants t:1GY can't sell in this state, 2n(: that 

any products not made in this state c~nnot be· sole here. 

This makes the 30~C coal severance tax 100;: li~~c ki:NX Chiles pay. 

- Li?"t' D+ ~~ .. LJ~~ I can undersaand ane aCc2pt t,e need for exemptions·· a -T • 

i -: t:1e $2000 bone: is requi.rcc: 2n(~ $25 l,)Gr wee}" per county ::ee 

is requirell. Let's ,ope t'1ose conc:itions aren't rro:quirea. 

":ut 

Ancl remem',')er, you '11 '12VC to say t~ese things becallse the 
. \\\ 

writer of t~8~ cm.:.ldn 't quite bri:1C] hir:lself to sL'l0le out 
merchants 

truc;;:, ~X3lQi~O~X for Dersecution ••• too blatan:- ••• - ... 

These e~{emptions are desi;:1ec. with the ~urpose of excluding- everyone 

3~T tool truck G~H~aX merchants or those very closely akin. 

~ou'll have to tell axxomxRx the ~utterite women nnxxx 
who occasionallysell from their trucks or roadsid~ stands 
~~~xsH±±+kXRxXx~~xX±XXX~XSXBN~~ ~~~ in Bynum, Pendroy , Dupuyer 

and Choteau that they can't sell carrots and corn that another 
grew and harvested. .\' unless they $2000 an~· $25 

Hutterite family,m~:k even if it was'the same colony. You 'll 

have to tell the Hutteri te men that they can I t sell xRexD:rHaa:' 
~<f\L ~'I tJPk, ~~ 

EXHXXXWXxH8xEBkec. giant loaves of bread.HRxRB ~. 

You Ire going to have to tell an artist who sells her paintings 

~ that she'll have to post a S2000 bond for at least six months 

~:~ pay ~25 if she also displays and has for sale a painting 
~ ./' W'Vcu,/ 0"... \:1"..' '\ ,-v'\.-;-~ 

by her husband or a friend. \;tP w (.\.Vk I . 

(and I'm sure he wouldn't mind) 
You I 11 have to tell a rancher t!lax it 'll cost him OO-g~;mon;:-y 

he's got to tie up $2000 for si~ months. 
if he wants to incluce a few of a neiyhbors cattle in an auction 

on his own land. 

~,'ou'll have to t " me' . t 7000 & -- - e_~ ~ neee 0 pay $ ~or the ri~ht to 

s 121 ~ coo~\:i:.;s I bak.:.: in r.i';,' O'.vn La:;;.·:=ry, \{hi 12 the man \vOO grows 

in f12-thGao v;:,11~ •• -"_ 
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speaking of Flathea(~ valley cherriGs, there are cozens I 
~~~~~ grown by others' 

of temporary or transicmt merchants who sell cherries :1m. 

h vl1'iI., _ . ., _. ~ I~' 
~ other locally ;row~"1 =r'~:l t ••• even Jeri,y ana Jams .... rom 

OCT OF S':'AT3. ';:"ese p~o~le :j "'ill have to post the bond for 6 

months and pay a few "h~n~red dollars for the privelege of selling 

for a very short season •• ~"re :~ou I 11 also have to tell 

consu:::ers that the price of c'.1erries just vent u"'/ by governmei1t 
f\-Il summer 

eoict. ambi:¥-Gll:'~iLt:lnm2:;:ta:~ .~ because the cherEry stane lobbyist 

'Th2 rea l clinc'1er i,s '{~1a.t you III have to tell every fair 

boar~ manager in the state. sach year, hundreds and hundrecs 

of c:.if:erent commercia.l sellers buy boot:1. srace ;::It fairs. 
?:any 

l<:xc.'b:J:l:'·:t::k."1ON~(l:f:·om::::o:t::L"1Em:ci:!1ar. :'~(lst 0:: them an~ from out 

of state. :'any, 1i;:2 soler panel s21esl'len, 2.re r~Idents 0-: 

the state })ut sell a product mace elsewhere. J::'tram3iied: CIrOlmd 

B2Ch an6 everyone of these SXXEX:" transient salespeople will 

have to lJost a , -,:·onc. and pay the additional license fee. 

~hat's not going to be good for revenues for fair boards, because 

not everyone can afford the cost. 

:-t i,12V 1::8 that COIl:Ii:izs: county fair e),:'1ibitors can 1:8 mac~e 

exem~'Jt from the bond anc license, but if the ~')ur~ose of the h:mc. 

is to protect consumers :f:rmo.~±e:k:mJ:,:c:mni:Br!::by ',ho buy allt C:e:ft~ctive 

merd12ndise fro;-;) out of state merc'1ants, t'he county and stClte fair 
5401.{1,,- b I!}-r b-€ e~t'mp~l.-{ ~ 

p '::.12 l-,la-.:..e Lo ~ t ari:-o--> I t:-!-s be-en i+l~/ 9xporicrrce lha t Vli~ ~SJ::..a 

th~~ed. ceaV::rs (ane; t'1erG~very ~inG yet!) go. ~ 

~her.e I s ~<:a of e'''citeme~ a fair ~Iat ffial'i:9a money flow --
a eli L L l;:e ea'Si'er. If you force the out of state apple seller 

I 

I.' I 

I 

:J 
I 

I 

I.: 
I 

I 
I 

vi 
I 
I 
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to buy a bond to sell a??12s on a street corner, you also 

'1:l2.ve to require the ciscount tool seller from out of state 

to ~uy a bond to sell ~is wares at~ the state fair •• 

If you didn't, you'G be accused of granting a virtual monopoly 
of transient business sales 

~ by default, to the state and county fair system. 

T11e point is, you can't possibly exempt every mobile 

17 

business that deserves exemption. yOU'~ have H list a mile long, 

and someBo~y would always be left out. Even when you think 

you've covered aful the angles SOQeone will come along with a 

Cifferent kind of widget that ~eserves exemption and ~lat'll 

for '1is O\1n s-:-:;ecial interest !.2gislative e;:em~tion. 

t::a:?:~dn;;;a.l:;o.llt.xa;~S':i::kll minor , :G:J:mri:1or: :i:tS';x±£f±mrl:t.x ir:1pact 

maCe ;)y transie:1t tool truc;c ;"1erC112:.1t s. 

once or t'..:ic.e a year (i:1 a ':·ac. ye2r) sets l1p in their "terri:to IV" 
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industry (except for t'1ose segments quick and clever enough 

legitimate comn12int, they shoul~ come armed with soli~ facts: 

evi~ence that transients are guilty of unfair trade ~Eactices, 

~roof that h~rdware stores will have to layoff peoDle ~ecause 

their stor2S are in ~an~er o~ closin; .••• anC they have to ~rove 

in the distribution ?n~ selling of harfware, a mono~ol~ that 

re~uiras special interest government ~rot2ction, even at the 

ex~ens2 of the consumer. 

w~ich speaks directly and exclusively to their fancy. 

T"'on't use slo:,py '!Jac!~ (::oor bills like 552. Let the legislation 

specifically single out transient tool truck merchants 

f or bond requirement s:j which rnake i t pro'~libi t i ve to con(~uct 

rr, tetter 

tr2nsi2nt tool trucl: merC'l?nts rm.kl. •••• ;;n(. ot'1,?r transi9nt 

2US i nes s that rubs an est 2::: 1 i.sllec~ 1~U3 in2ss the, HronCj \Jay. 
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3ill 552's sole purpose, once you read through the lines, 

is to kill off one small industry to benefit a larger one 

that happens to have some pull in government. If a few 

innocent businesses get killed along the way, tough, right? 

On behalf of every transient merchant in the state, and 
j I(~ 'lolA '''''!. _ k-, j 1/ ~;s 

GRR8XKX~ the ones from out of state as well, please ~ ~ 

bill. LHaxeXHXHx¥E0~¥Xxi~HH~xx~Ha~e Let the man from 

Washington sell his apples. Come on, who's he hurting? 
Q>'\ 

Let everyone else who has an idea for making ~G±iHX honest 

dollar have the chance to co so without first having to come to 

Helena in even numbered years seeking a special interest 

legislative exemption from the 8ZBtRX~~XRXRMRRID~sHNa±H+xh~MSR 

!~ontana Business and Labor Com:ni ttee, the ~-Touse, .Ji('l-Ie Senate 

Business and. Labor Committee, the Senate, and t"he Governor. 

lif the free market isn't ~ein; abused, leave it alone. 

leave me alone. Let me make my cookies and pretzels and sell 

them out of a fifteen year old van to people in towns that 

don't have bakeries. If you leave me and others like me alono, 

we'll fin~ a way to make money ane build bU3in2sses that ad~ 

,Just (=on' t 9.3.53 bills 1i;\.e 552 ane.: leave us 2.1one. 

':'nanK you. 
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HB 460 
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LC 1337 

A statement of intent is required for this bill 

because it authorizes the department of commerce to 

adopt rules establishing fees for the examination of 

building and loan associations and consumer loan 

businesses. The bill also authorizes the department to 

establish fees for the examination of other financial 

institutions. It is the intent of the legislature that 

fees established under this bill be set to recover the 

costs of the program implemented. 
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